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THE

presidents MESSAGE

or to put it another way
HISTORY IS WHERE ITS AT
one of the objectives of MPHS is to gather in
history
workshops to teach and to learn from each other about
in addition to people structures
history in the pacific
we have tried to recognize this by having
important also

where its at is
conferences and
latterday
latter day saint
and places are
a conference at
honolulus beautiful tabernacle 1985 including a tour of historic laie
1986
and holding our ninth annual
enjoying lovely kahana 1987
and in 1989 well be having our
conference at the hawaii temple 1988
first neighbor island conference on maui the island where the real history of
the church in hawaii really got underway

our

conference saw some familiar presenters some new ones and a
we had 116 registrants who seemed to thoroughly
few from the mainland
enjoy themselves
them
themselve
selve we are always looking for new presenters and would hope
there are still more people out there anxious to learn the fascinating history
of the church that is so much a part of our lives
help them benefit by
bringing them along which would strengthen them at the same time it
strengthens us
1988

thanks for the nucleus

of faithful supporterson
supporters on the executive council and

iange who have stuck with us over the years
among the membership at lange
large
largewho
without you we would have no organization keep up the good work

mahalo

kenneth
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
president 1990
dottie

kenneth W baldridge
R lanier britsch vicepresident
vice president
glenn lung secretary

appointed to

fill
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behling

cy bridges
BJ fuller
midge oler

1991

lance D chase treasurer 1990
eugene crismon executive secretary

W

1989
1990
1989

1989

1989

unexpired terms

special thanks to gael weberg for her expertise and her willingness to
prepare these papers for publication

welcome by D arthur haycock
reported by dorothy L behling

president haycock greeted the conference participants gathered in one of
the auditoriums of the temple visitors center with the statement
it was no
accident that in those early years of the church a temple was built here in

hawaii

smith orphaned son of the martyred hyrum and the
fifteen year old missionary in 1854
faithful mary fielding came to hawaii as a fifteenyearold
president haycock told of the terrible fever that raged in the young missionary
for more than three months and of the gentle care he received from a kind
hawaiian woman he alluded to the event in 1915 when after many years joseph
F
smith returned as the prophet and president of the church to select and
dedicate a site for a temple he recounted the touching story that presiding
bishop charles nibley recorded as he accompanied president smith to hawaii
he

told

how

joseph

F

landed at the wharf in honolulu the native
saints were out in great numbers with their leis and
beautiful flowers of every variety and hue
it was a
deepseated
beautiful sight to see the deep
seated love the even
in
tearful affection that these people had for him
the midst of it all 1I noticed a poor blind woman
tottering under the weight of about ninety years being
led in she had a few choice bananas in her hand
it
was her all her offering
rosepal
losepal
she was calling
lo sepal
lo
losepall
losepa7
sepall instantly when he saw her he ran to her and
clasped her in his arms hugged her and kissed her oven
mama
and over again patting her on the head saying
mama my dear old mama
and with tears streaming down
his cheeks he turned to me and said
charlie this
is ma naoheaokamalu she nursed me when I1 was a boy
sick and without anyone to care for me she took me in
and was a mother to me
As we

7

president haycock continued his narrative
the hill in laie for the building of a temple

by

telling of the dedication of

president smith died in 1918
he never saw the temple completed
instead
during a terrible flu epidemic
his successor president heber J grant pronounced the prayer of dedication on
thanksgiving day 1919 the great love for lehis family exhibited by both the
lord and the leaders of his church was next emphasized by president haycock
he reminded us of the great distance hawaii was from the headquarters of the
church over 3000 miles across some of the most treacherous deserts on the
yet in spite of
continent and then the challenge of a vast unsettling ocean
physical hardships there had been a willingness even an eagerness on the part
of the brethren to come and assist with the work here in the isles of the sea
he reminded us of the importance of laie that it was to the hawaiian
ssaints a modern puuhonua a city of refuge
this concept he paralleled to those
six cities of refuge established by moses during the wanderings of israel in the
he continued the parallel by admonishing us to recognize
wilderness of sinai
2

that in our present state of blessedness we live off the efforts of former
saints as did the people of joshua
if we are to be worthy we must win it
anew
he concluded with a plea quoted from a prophecy of president joseph F
smith
dear brothers and sisters do not leave this land
here will the
spirit of the lord brood over his saints who love him and keep his laws and
if

commandments

A JEWEL

THE ART AND

IN THE GARDENS OF PARADISE

architecture
by paul

OF THE HAWAIIAN TEMPLE

anderson

L

for 70 years the hawaiian temple has stood like a timeless vision of
paradise white and gleaming between the emerald mountains and the sapphire sea

seen in its noble form and lush gardens a
awestruck visitors have
resemblance to the taj mahal or some other wonder of the ancient world however
for those of us whose lifelong familiarity with the building came from handsome
and exotic color photographs in church magazines the immediate reaction upon
approaching the temple in person for the first time is surprise we are amazed
some

to realize

how

small

it is

at the diminutive size of the structure is completely
appropriate the temple is small before the additions of recent years it was
even smaller a tiny pearl in a vast tropical setting the buildings size makes
ail the more remarkable the architects
its monumental architectural presence all
builders gardeners and artists somehow managed to endow this structure with an
aura of dignity and grandeur that transcended its modest dimensions to express
its greater symbolic and spiritual importance A comparison with the provo
temple illustrates the success of this building in appearing to be larger than
life although the two buildings seem similar in size when seen from afar the
hawaiian temple as originally constructed was actually only one
tenth as large
onetenth
even with its considerable modern additions it is roughly the same size as the
plan temples which appear far smaller and less
standardplan
smallest of the new standard
monumental
for those of us who are interested in how sacred places are created
places with a feeling of holiness and significance the hawaiian temple would
seem to have valuable lessons to teach

this

dismay

the story of the creation of this wonderfully evocative building and the
remarkable people who created it is fascinating and at times surprising
the
characters in this story span virtually the whole sweep of mormon history when
president joseph F smith proposed its erection he was approaching 80 years of
age some of the designers and artists he called upon to realize his vision were
young enough to be his great granach
ch i dren
grandch
grandchildren
the prophet born in missouri
grand
raised in nauvoo orphaned at carthage and matured on the trail to utah
employed people on this project who would live into the 1980s
at least one of
the major contributors is still alive today
1

although the temple had its beginnings in 1914 many of the basic
conceptions that shaped its form go back decades farther when a temple in the
sandwich islands was proposed to the membership of the church in october
conference of that year there were just four active temples in the church all
were in utah and all had been begun by brigham young
these structures were
despite
arguably the finest artistic achievements of mormon pioneer times
poverty isolation and persecution the latterday
latter day saints had built magnificent
monuments to their faith and perseverence
per severence the massive stone walls and graceful
perseverance
towers evoked both the strength of castles and the aspiration of cathedrals
two popular images in nineteenth century european and american architecture
their interiors gave literal form to the phrase house of the lord with rooms
4

decorated like the great halls of

royal palace
all of these buildings had
composed principally of two
been originally planned as meetinghouse temples
large meeting rooms one above the other in the late 1870s however shortly
after brigham youngs death there was a major change in temple planning church
leaders accepted the idea of replacing the lower of the two assembly rooms with
a series of impressive ordinance rooms for the presentation of the endowment
some of these
worshippers would move through five rooms during the ceremony
rooms were ornamented with murals that provided appropriate settings for various
parts of the sacred rituals the exteriors of the buildings which had already
been designed when the new interior plan was adopted did not express this more
moul dings continued to imply
complicated arrangement their rows of windows and mouldings
that the temples were composed of two large rooms much like the earliest temples

at kirtland

a

and nauvoo

the salt lake temple the first of the utah temples to be started in 1853
was the last to be finished forty years later in 1893
its completion coincided
with the end of an era in church history the passing of the founding generation
of pioneers and leaders the virtual closing of the frontier the official
discontinuation of plural marriage and the emergence of utah from isolation to
statehood in the two decades that followed as utah and the church entered the
american cultural mainstream mormon architecture reflected an attempt to define
an acceptable and progressive image for the church in this very different world
meetinghouses appeared with elements taken from a wide variety of styles ranging
from gothic towers and byzantine arches to greek columns and renaissance domes
on the block next to temple square work began on a complex of administrative
buildings clothed in fashionable corporate classicism respectable as a
government

and

in 1912

solid as

a bank

in the midst of

this period of

renewed confidence and

prosperity

church leaders announced their plan to build a new temple the first to be begun
in 35 years to stand in southern alberta canada for the design for the first
temple in the new century they would seek the advice of all the leading
architects of the church there would be an architectural competition of the
fourteen architectural firms originally involved seven actually submitted
drawings in december 1912
these drawings submitted anonymously to insure
fairness in judging were put on public display in the new bishops building
announced the winner in the deseret
bishopric
the first presidency and presiding
1
1
news
they passed over several pinnacled miniatures
evening
of january 1913
of the salt lake temple to choose a daringly modern design instead the work of
young salt lake architects hyrum pope a german immigrant 32 years old and
harold burton a salt lake cityborn
city born son of english immigrants just 25 years
old their partnership was just three years old at the time and this was their
first major commission

the winning design for the canadian temple was a new architectural concept
church leaders seeking to avoid needless expense had recommended against large
towers 2and spires
they also decided that a large assembly room was no longer
As a result the four major ordinance rooms and the celestial room
needed
became the largest spaces in the building and their arrangement could shape its
ultimate form As designer harold burton pondered this situation he arrived
at a brilliant architectural composition that was perfectly logical and simple
the four ordinance rooms would be arranged around the center like the spokes of
a wheel each one a few steps higher than the one before with the celestial room
in the center at the very top of the building
the baptismal font would be in
5

A person
the center of the lower level directly below the celestial room
participating in a temple session would pass through all four of the ordinance
rooms in an ascending spiral
finally he would pass into the central celestial
room a tall space with light coming down from high windows above the roofs of
the other rooms on the exterior the four ordinance rooms would form four arms
of a cross each arm pointing in one of the cardinal directions with the higher
celestial room providing a suggestion of a tower in the center minor wings
projected diagonally between the major wings accommodating stairs and rest
shaped silhouette of the building would appear strong and
pyramidshaped
rooms the pyramid
dignified from all angles its complete symmetry would allow it to look out over
the alberta prairies equally in all directions

for the architectural style of the building the architects blended the
wright
lloyd
with
elements
frank
influence of the modern american
architect
3
both of the temples architects were familiar with
of ancient american ruins
wrights pioneering buildings in and around chicago pope had probably seen some
of them while working in that city and both he and burton studied them in
the overall form of the temple bore a strong
architectural publications
much admired unitarian church in a
resemblance to wrights unity temple a muchadmired
chicago suburb designed a few years earlier moreover the temples tall narrow
windows and some ornamental details seem directly borrowed from wrights larkin
building in buffalo new york another of his best known early works however
pope and burton combined these elements in a compact monumental form that
precolumbian
columbian temples
shaped somewhat like a stepped pyramid and
recalled pre
placed on a raised terrace surrounded by retaining walls the alberta temple
possessed some of the grandeur of an ancient shrine
the striking appearance of the temple and the acceptance of its modern
style by church leaders made it a very influential building among latterday
latter day
in addition to pope and burton perhaps a dozen other
saint architects
architectural firms designed mormon meetinghouses in a similar style over the
next decade and a half this important commission established pope and burton
among the leading architects of the church

president joseph F smith returned from hawaii in 1914 to announce
his decision to build another temple there he turned again to pope and burton
to serve as architects he asked them to design a smaller version of the alberta
temple for the site on the church plantation at laie
their design was ready
for publication early in 1915
when

although the general arrangement of the hawaiian temple was similar to the
successful layout for alberta the architects did much more than create a
miniature of their earlier design for one thing good building stone was not
easily available in the islands so they chose to build with exposed reinforced
concrete for aggregate in the concrete they would use a local crushed volcanic
rock
the exterior surface would be cleaned and tooled to a rather smooth
texture with a creamy white color the whole building would thus be monolythic
monolithic
in appearance like an object carved out of a single piece of stone ornamental
cornices would be cast in place from molds in the structural formwork making
even these details integral with the buildings walls
this was a very
progressive building technique for the time particularly in such a remote
location frank lloyd wright had pioneered this system for his unitarian church
in chicago less than ten years earlier
6

the plan of the temple was a simplified version of the alberta design
the ordinance rooms accommodating 50 people each about half the size of those
at alberta remained the principal wings of a greek cross a cross with four
however where there had been diagonal minor wings in alberta
equal arms
the hawaiian plan replaced them with smaller square elements this change had
the effect of giving the building a more traditional appearance like a greek
or roman temple with a flat facade the alberta temple had been perfectly suited
to a site in the midst of a flat prairie the hawaiian temple was suited instead
to a site with a definite back against the mountains and front looking out over
the sea its flat facade could form the termination of a series
seri es of gardens and
symmetrical
aly along a formal axis
terraces arranged symmetric

its architectural style the hawaiian temple reflected many of the same
influences as the alberta design
it bore an even stronger resemblance to
wrights unity temple in its more rectiliniar
rectilinear form and flat roofs it flat
in

concrete walls and lines of cast ornament also had much the same feeling as
wrights hollyhock house in los angeles a building almost exactly contemporary
with the hawaiian temple more than the alberta temple it also borrowed rather
precolumbian
columbian american architecture
perhaps
literally from elements of pre
traditional book of mormon connections with polynesia reinforced the
appropriateness of this borrowing like some of the handsome engravings in the
architects reference book by stevens and catherwood the temple stood on an
elevated platform approached along a symmetrical axis the decorative frieze
at the top of the temple with three separate carved panels as shown in the first
published drawing seems to have been
from one of these engravings
directly
taken
4
a
from
mexi
co
of building
ancient mexico

for its interior the temple also borrowed ideas from antiquity to increase
its feeling of monumentality the concrete walls along the corridors connecting
the ordinance rooms were scored to look as if they were made of huge blocks of
stone As a result the rather small passageways and stairs suggest the feeling
that they are part of a huge solid structure like tunnels through the great
pyramids

the architectural designs were refined and plans were completed
construction began under the general direction of hawaiian church leader samuel
E
wooley and the supervision of his son ralph wooley
several talented utah
well conceived
artists were brought into the process to enrich and ornament the wellconceived
when

artists

important contributions in this
regard were J leo fairbanks aged 28 already a well
established painter and
wellestablished
sculptor and his precocious younger brother avard fairbanks just 18 years old
both were sons of noted utah painter J B fairbanks
leo had studied both
painting and sculpture at columbia the university of chicago and in paris
best known for the crisp bright style of his paintings he eventually became
avard the tenth
the head of the art department at oregon state university
child in the family had been recognized early as an artistic prodigy studying
with the new york art students league at 13 and becoming a few years later the
he had a
youngest artist ever to exhibit work at the prestigious
ous paris salon
prestigeous
prestige
known realist sculptor and head of
long and distinguished
distiguished career as utahs best
bestknown
the university of utahs art department they were assisted by a talented young
sculptor from norway torlief knaphus aged 35 who worked under their direction
and helped to carry out their designs
the fairbanks brothers were commissioned
by the following
to do sculpture work for the temple in the fall of 1916
summer
they had worked out the designs for much of their work
avard had

architectural

scheme

two

who made

7

already been in hawaii several months working on the baptismal font when leo
joined him in july 1917 bringing his new wife with him on a working honeymoon
avards fiance also came to hawaii to be married and assist her husband in his

work

the sculpture work executed by young avard is quite astonishing in its
the oxen for the baptismal font appear
expressive quality for one so young
dignified strong and lifelike in their movements perhaps the best ever
executed for a temple their harmonious integration with the architects design
for the font gives the whole composition a marvelously unified sense of religious
solemnity
the bas
relief panel at the head of the reflecting pools titled
basrelief
maternity is another sensitive and mature work it depicts a polynesian mother
figure surrounded by children holding a shell that is the source of water and
therefore life for the temple gardens a poetic and symbolically appropriate
composition the model for the mother was a faithful local hawaiian member
the sculpture friezes on the upper portion of the temples exterior were
the most ambitious of the brothers works the original design for the temple
had shown three separate panels in this location on each side of the building
with their subjects to be taken from church history however leo and avard made
a different proposal larger in size and theme
they received approval to create
four long horizontal panels one for each side of the building composed of 130
figures from the old testament new testament book of mormon and early LDS
history these figures were executed in high relief in the style of greek and
roman sculpture that had become popular for victorian public buildings and
monuments
this important change to the exterior design of the temple increased
its classical feeling in contrast to the more geometrically modern canadian
temple
the deep shadows from the tropical sun made the sculpture panels easy
to distinguish even at a distance the two bothers worked together with knaphus
through july and august on the full sized models of these panels leo returned
to utah in september leaving avard to supervise their casting in concrete and
their installation the small design models for the friezes were placed in the
temple chapel and later cast and displayed opposite the visitors center on the
temple grounds
during their time in laie both J leo fairbanks and knaphus
painted scenes of the local landscape a few of which are now part of the LDS
church museum collection

the story of painting the temple murals is a rather complicated one with
mixed elements of tragedy frustration and success
the commission for murals
in the three ordinance rooms was first given in 1916 to fritzof E weberg a 44
year
norwegianborn
he was a convert to the church baptized in
born artist
old norwegian
yearold
norway at age 26 in 1899
his artistic talents had come to the attention of
he had completed painting the
church leaders after his immigration to utah
creation room murals in the salt lake temple not long before being invited to
work in hawaii
his realistic and dramatic landscape style reflected his
european training
utah painter lewis A ramsey was also commissioned by the
ramsey 41 years old had studied in
church to go to hawaii to assist weberg
paris along with J leo fairbanks in 1902 and 1903 and had established himself
in utah as a skilled landscape and portrait painter the contract he signed with
likelihood that collaboration with
the church to assist weberg reflected the likelihoodthat
the older artist might not be easy it stated that it is absolutely imperative
be done
that ramsey work in harmony with F E weberg and that his work
under the5 immediate direction of and to the entire satisfaction of said F E
en route to hawaii with weberg ramsey quickly discovered that working
weberg
8

harmoniously would be difficult indeed weberg was irrational at times subject
to wide swings of mood and uncontrolled outbursts of temper
according to
ramseys wife while they and weberg were visiting a volcano weberg became
some sketching materials and seemed on the verge of
enraged over
sharing
6

violence

the situation was serious enough for the hawaiian mission leaders to cable
the first presidency on 2 january 1917 for instructions they wrote that weberg
was flat
at times very disgruntled at church and says he cant work with utah
fiat
ilat
people and that he was willing to complete the paintings but not as a member
of the7 church
send weberg
the reply from salt lake was short and clear
A followup
home
follow up letter authorized ramsey to complete the contract as though
some bitter feelings resulted
nothing had happened
reulted from this unfortunate
incident with weberg making accusations about ramsey and ramsey being obliged
weberg insane and
to defend himself three years later an ogden
judge
declared
8
provo
him
mental hospital
committed
to the
ironically ramsey felt that this
experience may have resulted in his being passed over for future temple
commissions while weberg apparently recovered received the commission for the
creation room in the mesa temple five years later
in january and february ramsey developed new sketches for the murals
some
he completed all three rooms before returning home early in the summer
photographs9 of these murals have survived through the years in ramseys
scrapbook
in the murals for the creation and garden of eden rooms the ocean
and tropical foliage suggest local hawaiian scenery
for the lone and dreary
world however the scene shifted to the rocky mountains complete with deer and
sadly the murals were as illfated
bears
fated as the artists relationship
ill
according to a family history ramsey had recommended against mounting the canvas
for the murals directly on the walls fearing moisture problems but was overruled his fears proved to be justified
barely completed the murals began

to deteriorate from moisture

and mold

architects

pope and burton arrived to inspect the progress on the temple
in the summer of 1917 with weberg and ramsey gone and the murals deteriorating
moreover according to one account the
they had a major problem to solve
architects were not completely satisfied with the appearance of the murals and
their relationship to the architecture of the rooms they decided to remove them
all and start again along different lines

providentially another talented artist appeared on the scene at the right
A young elder 24 years old named leconte stewart had recently arrived
moment
in the hawaiian mission
already an accomplished painter he had received
excellent training at the new york art students league during his ocean voyage
and his spare moments in hawaii stewart painted some charming views of the ocean
and the islands
leconte had met harold burton in salt lake city before his
mission and now had the chance to renew his acquaintance according to stewart
burton watched him paint some children playing on the laie beach and was
impressed with his ability the two talented young men spent hours talking about
artistic philosophy and found that they thought much alike burton recommended
that stewart be placed in charge of the interior painting and other decorative
work

in collaboration with the
for new creation room murals a

architects leconte prepared miniature sketches
series of long narrow panels framed in moldings
9

rather than filling the whole walls this decorative approach integrated the
paintings with the horizontal moldings around the room in a manner similar to
interiors by frank lloyd wright and some contemporary european modern architects
stewart made a model of the creation room with these murals and sent it off to
the first presidency for approval in several weeks he received word to proceed
eventually he completed the creation and garden rooms and assisting in selecting
carpets furniture and paint colors for the interior of the temple with his
missionary status changed he received permission for his fiance came to hawaii
to join him they two were married and the new bride began teaching second grade
anted
iinn the church school
years stewart al
so pai
atso
painted
pal
murals
nted murai
in 1later
also
murals iinn the al
berta
alberta
ater
and mesa temples and pursued a distinguished career as a landscape painter and
art teacher he served for many years as chairman of the art department at the
university of utah and well into his gos today is still considered the dean
of utah landscape painters
the style of stewarts murals was different from weberg and ramseys
earlier work stewart had learned the impressionist technique pioneered in
france by monet renoir and seurat like the french and american impressionist
masters stewart sometimes used small brushstrokes of unblended pure colors to
build up his images thus imparting to them a shimmering quality a technique
he used this technique particularly well in the creation
pointillism
called pointilism
muy
mur
murals
als where the unfocused effect of broken brush strokes in the early panels
of the earth in the process of formation give way to more detailed and realistic
depictions of the later events of creation the larger and lusher paintings in
garden room depict a paradise that resembles the hardwood forests of the eastern
states where leconte had studied landscape painting

salt

lake city

church leaders arranged for alma B
wright professor of art at the LDS university to go to hawaii to assist on the
mural work
wright at 41 was the same age as ramsey he had been studying in
paris at the same time as ramsey and leo fairbanks during that time wright
had been honored by having some of his work displayed in the paris salon
in
utah he had become best known for his portraits
meanwhile

back in

wright painted in the world room and the baptistry his murals
hard lined style quite different
of the lone and dreary world were done in a hardlined
from stewarts
storm swept
they depict broken rocky mountains stormswept
stewards work
some of the background
landscapes gnarled trees and wild beasts in combat
areas have a softer more impressionistic feeling
suggesting stewarts
stewards
assistance or retouching of those places wrights six paintings in the arches
of the baptistry depict gospel principles and ordinances in a colorful
in hawaii

illustration style

the completed ordinance rooms were carpeted with heavy velvet pile rugs
the windows were draped with japanese silk unpolished oak moldings ornamented
one of the sealing rooms was panelled
most of the major rooms
panel led in precious
panelley
11
wood
koa
hawaiian
the high windows in the celestial room were leaded in a
geometric pattern in the style of frank lloyd wright
elder rudger clawson
penned a description of the celestial room
the furniture for the temple was made in salt lake city to the architects
designs by fetzer furniture a company recently founded by caspar fetzer an
german convert to the church
in keeping with the temples architecture the
chairs and tables were straight and geometric like the furniture of frank lloyd
10

was made of oak to match the
wood inlays on more prominent
complemented the architecture in a

the furniture
with some contrasting

wright and other modernists

architectural woodwork
pieces
this furniture must have
sophisticated harmony that has been lost in later years as the furniture has been
replaced with more massive elaborate and colorful pieces and the oak moldings
have been painted

not long after the dedication of the temple caspar fetzer met president
grant on the street in salt lake city and asked how he liked the temple
caspar you made a terrible
president grant solemnly intoned
furniture
mistake
horrified fetzer offered to correct any problems when president
grant explained when the polynesian sisters sit in the arm chairs and get up
he laughed heartily and walked on down the street
the chairs come with them
11
shaken
but
leaving brother fetzer
relieved

visiting laie today it is easy to forget that this area has not always
been covered with lush tropical foliage
photographs of the church plantation
show much of the land in cultivation mostly in sugar cane with the foothills
rather barren As the temple took shape in this vast open landscape it must
have looked small and lonely
while the architects were visiting the
construction site in the summer of 1917 they worked out their designs for the
temple grounds
their grand conception of the temple as the climax of an
arrangement of terraces reflecting pools waterfalls and tropical plantings
arranged along a formal axis was one of their most powerful ideas a conception
from the
that would take many years of patient care to realize completely
driveway and gatehouses at the lower end of the site to the delicate fern houses
and pergola behind the temple everything was composed in a unified symmetrical
scheme
in selecting the plants they had the assistance of mr joseph F rock
bot
botonist
botanist
onist of the college of hawaii who volunteered his services mr rock had

travelled extensively visiting the exotic gardens of india among other places
awns were
and contributed his expertise in tropical plant selection
the lawns
planted from small starts by the missionaries and their wives on their hands and
1

knees

the enduring value of the temple builders work is evident in the temples
continuing ability to inspire awe and admiration through the decades
its
achieved a kind of timelessness that has not gone out of fashion
classical style acieved
As the gardens have matured and the outbuildings have expanded the temple has
continued to dominate its surroundings
architect harold burton returned to
to design the expanded visitor center facilities
hawaii in the 1960s
preserving the strict symmetry of the gardens through the extravagant device of
balancing the portico of the large visitors center building with and equally
large portico to an open courtyard on the opposite side the great axis of the
garden from the temple to the sea received its logical completion with the
construction of the boulevard down to temple beach the basic idea of placing
the temple at the climax of an axial composition proved to be strong enough to
allow for change and growth as the plantation buildings and fields disappeared
and a town grew up in

their place

its grounds demonstrate the spiritual power of an artistic
vision this small building might have been an insignificant structure lost in
the development of later years however the quality of its design the artistic
success of its decorations and the beauty and arrangement of its gardens have
all combined to make it a memorable landmark for both church and state it is
the temple and

ll
11

miracle that in this remote place at a time when few latter
day saints lived outside of the great basin the temple builders were able to
make this smallest of temples into a fitting symbol of their grandest spiritual
hopes and ideals a vision of harmony and completeness in the gardens of
paradise
a kind

of

artistic
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restoration

OF THE HAWAII

TEMPLE FRIEZES

son of avard fairbanks who originally performed the art
work throughout the temple described how he was invited to come to hawaii to
restore the work of his father brother fairbanks told about the difficulties
encountered by those who were first commissioned to do the paintings and other
overwhelming failure when his
art work for the temple in 1918 one man felt overwhelmingfailure
fresco would not dry properly on the canvas that had been stretched on the wall
others found their style or colors incompatible with the building or the
brethren
finally his father a newly arrived proselyting missionary to
hawaii was selected for the task of conceiving and executing all the paintings
for the ordinance rooms and the baptismal area and the sculpture pieces that
made up the frieze band around the top of the building
the oxen for the
baptistery the memorial to maternity at the head of the reflecting pools and

justin fairbanks

though the
the blessing of joseph by his father lehi in the wilderness
choice of the young artist seemed to have been a miracle not based on an already
apparent talent the choice of the son to repair and restore his fathers work
was the choice of a well
weil
established expert in the field As a professor of art
wellestablished
at the university of arizona brother fairbanks accepted the commission not only
to serve the lord and help to make his house beautiful but also to understand
the work of his father whom he had not been privileged to know but briefly in
the almost 60 years of exposure to the corrosive elements
his childhood
prevalent in the islands had done considerable damage to the sculptures
outdoors through a series of slides brother fairbanks showed examples of arms
legs even heads of some of the statues in the frieze that had succumbed to the
pressure of re
bar expanding as it rusted he exposed cracks that were growing
rebar
a variety of vegetation and detailed the problems caused by using incorrect and
too many layers of paint
brother fairbanks and his assistant worked with a
crew of craftsmen mostly students at BYU to remove the old layers of paint
that had obscured the fine chiseled detail of the characters represented the
work was meticulous and tedious but the reward was the uncovering of a veiled
masterpiece brother fairbanks explained the meaning of each frieze and some
of the symbols used by his father to enhance the impact of historical events
described in the scriptures

13

restoration

OF THE HAWAII

TEMPLE FRIEZES

ballard T white
in consultation with
justin F fairbanks
by

the hawaii temple was a larger and more
comprehensive project than originally thought the nature and cause of the damage
and the need for and nature of repair has been much more extensive than
originally thought

the restoration of the friezes

on

this report is prepared to provide an understanding of the nature of the
problem which caused the need for restoration the nature of the restoration
completed

friezes

and recommendations

for future consideration in the care of the

nature of the construction of thefriezes
the friezes

mcallister1 stated that
mcallister
in his description of the hawaii temple DM mcallisterj
locally available volcanic rock was used in the cement concrete to construct the
temple
the concrete was reinforced with steel throughout and the cement was
dressed by pneumatic stone cutting tools
toots once it had hardened adequately
mcallister does not specifically address the nature of the construction of the
friezes nor does the church architects office have specific information as to
the nature of the construction of the friezes
1

the nature of the construction of the friezes had a bearing on the method
used to repair them therefore it was necessary to determine how they were
constructed if the friezes were constructed separately they may be able to
be removed from the temple
repaired and then re mounted
if they were
constructed as part of the actual cement pouring they could not be removed for
repair the repair work would have to be completed with the friezes still mounted
on the temple
preliminary examination both inside the upper part of the temple and of
the friezes themselves revealed no seams which lead to the conclusion that the
friezes were poured at the same time as the temple the friezes were essentially
part of the temple
the removal of the paint progressed however seams in the sculpture
work became apparent
and it was decided the temple and the friezes were
debars
constructed separately the friezes were poured on the ground with steel rebars
running vertically and horizontally to hold the friezes together while they were
lifted to the temple and while the temple behind and above the friezes was being
rebars and
the friezes were tied to the temple with protruding debars
constructed
As

tempie
temdle of the
mcallister A description of the hawaiian temple
day saints salt lake city 1921
church of jesus christ of latterday
latter
pp
ap 3 4
adm
1dmM

34
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it is

ailen
allen
alien erekson
that brother atlen
church architect agreed with this conclusion during his on
site inspection in
onsite
with lead washers
bolts withlead

our understanding

june of 1987

while this method of construction was different from that method originally
decided upon it still did not allow the friezes to be removed from the temple
for repair the repair work had to be completed with the friezes still mounted
to the temple
removal of the paint

because the sculpture was constructed of concrete

only certain methods
to remove the paint and preserve the quality of the art work could be used no
substance could be used which might eat into the concrete therefore the use
but perhaps applying water pressure hand
of acid and sandblasting were ruled out
cutting and scrapping applying heat or a combination of these methods could
be used
after consulting with people who live and work in hawaii it was
decided to experiment with some of these methods of removing the paint cutting
and scraping alone was too slow and too tedious water pressure by itself would
not work unless the pressure was so high it would damage the art work heat
softened the outer layer of paint but smeared the layers underneath

the method of removing the paint finally decided on was to use jasco paint
remover followed by water pressure at 1000 psi
the paint remover softened the
paint and the water removed the soft paint because the friezes had been painted
approximately four times it was necessary to apply the paint remover at least
three times any paint remaining which needed to be removed was removed by hand
scraping

it

appears the friezes have been washed with two different types of cement
wash and have been painted with two coats of green one light and one darker
and one coat of offwhite
off white paint since they were originally constructed

the paint was removed additional cracks in the friezes were uncovered
and in some cases pieces of sculpture came off heads pieces of flags parts
of hats etc
thus it became readily apparent that the renovation of the
friezes would take more time and effort than originally thought it would be
necessary not only to remove the paint and patch the cracks but also to
determine the cause of the cracks and to eliminate the cause as much as possible
before the repair work could be done and the friezes repainted
As

nature of the

damage

to the sculpture work

several things have compositely worked toward the deterioration of the
some of these are weathering
improper maintaining
friezes on the temple
improper repairing and improper painting

the major destructive element on the temple friezes is rusting of the
debars used to hold the sculpture together when they were set in place moisture
rebars
has reached the debars
rebars from a number of avenues accumulation of water
deterioration of the protective quality of the paint weathering or cracking of
the sculpture deterioration of the repair work elimination of the original
rebars to rust and swell
drainage system etc this moisture has caused the debars
this swelling has caused the concrete to crack which has allowed additional
15

moisture to reach the rebar which has caused additional rusting which has caused
additional swelling etc a vicious cycle of deterioration has been set up

rebars were placed so close to the
appears in some cases that the debars
surface of the concrete that the moisture seeped through the concrete into the
debars
rebars

it

there is evidence that some repair work has been done on the friezes prior
to each painting some of this repair work seems to have been of high quality
while some seems to have been inadequate to prevent deterioration in one case
roofing nails were used perhaps to help hold the patch or rebar in place the
rebar and the nails were rusty underneath the patch and the concrete was moist
was
in come cases the materials used were inadequate and insufficient attention wai
paid to retaining the initial drainage system in some cases pieces of sculpture
which had previously come off had been re
with an adhesive which caused
reaffixed
affixed
reaffixed
the re
affixed portion to protrude slightly an attempt was made to putty it over
without adequate attention to the artistic endeavor nor to the proper drainage
once the paint was removed

rather large gaps were exposed along some of
the seam lines and along the top of some of the friezes while these gaps had
previously been filled it appears the materials used did not keep the moisture
from reaching the debars
rebars and rusting them
the contour of the original
sculpture was not maintained when insufficient attention was paid to the
original drainage system the repair was cosmetic but allowed additional and
increasingly rapid deterioration
improper materials were used

when

when

it

appears that inadequate attention was given to protecting the building
and sculpture when the roof was mended
droppings of tar were located on the
friezes these droppings were simply painted over rather than being removed

cases was so extensive that
lizards geckos and their eggs were found underneath the cracked concrete
some of the heads of some of the characters on the friezes were held in place
with very little concrete or adhesive or paint all or parts of three heads
came off during the initial examination and probing
additional pieces of
sculpture came off as the paint was removed

the deterioration of the friezes in

some

it is

estimated by this restoration team that had the friezes gone an
additional six months without some attention several heads and other pieces of
sculpture may have fallen off by themselves perhaps falling through the roof
in some cases
an

interesting observation is that there are cracks in the cap of the
temple at nearly every location when the debars
rebars are rusted these cracks were
within a few inches of the seam lines of the friezes this restoration team is
not prepared to make a statement as to cause and effect but only to make a
statement of observation

nature of the repair
once the paint was removed
work was

it

the damage to the sculpture
therefore the repair needed to

became apparent

greater than originally thought
16

restore thefriezes
the friezes

was much more

than originally presumed and planned for

after consulting experienced

it

people in hawaii

appeared the following
procedure for repairing the friezes was the most effective and long lasting
expose the rusted part of the rebar causing the

1

it

remove

once the rusted part had been removed

2

rust
resistant paint
rustresistant

and

paint the exposed tip with

3

i ch
i c wh
coat that area cut away to expose the rusted rebar wi
with
th acryl
acrylic
which
acted as an adhesive

4

fill

the cut out portion and coated area with

acrylic

and

silica

sand

grout mixture of

the small cracks and weathered and minor damaged areas with a
cement created by a mixture of acrylic and a portland type cement

acrylic

was chosen over epoxy

for the repair work because epoxy tends to

under the ultraviolet rays of the sun in hawaii
has breathing as well as adhesive properties
down

it

a

fill

5

break

deterioration

and because

acrylic

decided to remove sections of rusted rebars
debars rather than to attempt
to recondition them because it was estimated that whatever reconditioning could
be done would most likely last a maximum of five years before causing additional
was

problems

only the rusty portion of those rebars
debars used to maintain the friezes while
no debars
they were being hoisted into place were removed
rebars used to tie the
debars in the temple itself
friezes to the temple were removed nor were any rebars
removed

attempt was made to remove all rebars
debars which might be rusty only those
which apparently were causing difficulty were removed
since there are no
records as to the exact location of the rebars
debars in the friezes it was necessary
to attempt to tell which rebars
debars were causing the problems
this was done by
examining the friezes once the paint has been removed
those areas where there
were cracks and apparent bulges were suspect in nearly every case rusty rebars
debars
were located at these locations in all approximately 52 pieces of rusty rebars
debars
were removed
debars varied in length from approximately
these pieces of rusty rebars
3 to 24
no

A

brief

summary

presented below

of the extent of repair

on each

north frieze

6

south frieze

debars
sections of rebars
re
reaffixed
affixed

removed

east frieze

11

debars
sections of rebars

removed

debars
sections of rebars

11

17

removed

of the temple friezes is

head removed and re
reaffixed
affixed

1I

2

4

heads and 1I arm removed and
heads removed and re affixed

the head and 12 of the torso of jesus christ removed and
re
reaffixed
affixed
west

frieze

24
2

debars removed
sections of rebars
reaffixed
feet removed and re
affixed

3

heads removed and re
reaffixed
affixed

should be pointed out that not all cracks in the friezes were caused
some cracks were caused by weathering some were created in
by rusty debars
rebars
these cracks have been repaired and
the original casting and other reasons
should be monitored as part of the regular maintenance program

it
it

filling

should also be pointed out that particular attention was given to
the cracks and gaps along the top of the friezes because rain runs down

the cap above the friezes
painting of the friezes

and where

possible

back to the

friezes

the various coats of paint previously applied to the friezes have nearly
eliminated the facial and other detail thus making it difficult to understand
the message portrayed by these friezes
other details

the friezes were brush
painted this method of painting not only allowed greater retention of facial
and other detail but also allowed a more even coat of paint
in order to

retain the facial

and

frieze was painted with two coats of white acrylic paint
sculptures were highlighted to give a greater sense of depth
each

the

future monitoring
in order to provide a record of what has been done and what should be
considered in the future many photographs have been taken and are included in

this report
in

addition to these photographs

photographs of each frieze accompany this report
1

where the rebars
debars have been removed

2

places repaired

3

areas which need to

4

places where concrete

5

the location of the

be

enlargements
these enlargements show

copying

machine

of

carefully watched in the future
was removed and

seam

repaired

lines

recommendations for the future

this restoration
1

team recommends the following

allow this team to inspect the friezes without cost within one year
to determine how well the repair work is holding up to look for
evidence of additional deterioration and possible needed repair work
and to make recommendations for future restoration andor
18

maintenance
2

retain the original sculpture

by

placing

it

and maintenance schedule as recommended by

conclusion of their
3

visit

regular inspection
the restoration team upon
on a

mentioned in recommendation

1

the models of friezes between the distribution center and the
genealogical library are made of plaster and are in poor condition
some places are
some figures and parts of the bodies are missing
almost washed away from the weather it is not worth the effort to
retouch them only to have them weathered away again

this

team would recommend that flexible molds be made of those in
the temple chapel which are the same and they be cast in white
resin
this would make them permanent and they could be placed
anywhere
since the molds would be flexible other castings could

also

be made
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THE

conception

OF THE HAWAII

TEMPLE

by
R

lanier britsch

it it is

quite remarkable that the
from the time the latterday
hawaii temple was constructed when it was
latter day
saints arrived in the mountain west no temples had been constructed outside
that area there were no temples in england switzerland or germany and
there were none in washington DC los angeles dallas or denver why in
1915 would the church choose to construct a temple in a tiny village on a
small island in the pacific
that question is the focus of my remarks this
morning
stated another way I1 would like to discuss what was right about
hawaii and laie and the hawaiian latterday
latter day saints that allowed this temple to

if

be

you take a moment to

think about

built

believe LDS temples mark to some degree the culmination or maturity of
1I
mormonism in the areas where they are built
realize that arguments could
be raised with this assertion but for the most part it is true
the church
goes through various developmental stages before a geographical area is ready
for a temple the church starts with individuals gains families develops
groups and branches matures through district and mission organizations to
As the population of the church grows in an area it becomes
wards and stakes
possible to support a temple usually this happens after stakes are created
hawaii partially fits this pattern
it had gone through the stages from
individuals to groups to branches but in 1915 there were no stakes in hawaii
hawaiis first stake was still twenty years away nevertheless mormonism was
sixty
five years old in hawaii when the decision to construct a temple was
sixtyfive
made
in comparison with many other missions of the church the hawaiian
mission was old and well established
1I

they had
hawaiian mormons were third generation members
strong testimonies of the gospel and were experienced in leading the church
it is true that the missionaries from zion held a large share of the most
responsible positions but hundreds of hawaiian priesthood holders had served
missions by this time and many were currently serving as branch presidents and
in other important and less visible callings
further hundreds of hawaiian
sisters had worked in and led the auxiliaries of the church the local
members were ready or were willing to make themselves ready to receive the
blessings of the temple
by 1915

many

status of the hawaiian church in 1915 there were 9443
353 of which held the melchizedek
members 118 converts were made that year
priesthood there were 62 branches and 11 districts with 52 meeting houses
46 missionaries were presently in the field
obviously a number of the
branches and districts were presided over by local members all the
auxiliaries of the church primary mutual improvement association sunday
in 1913 the missionaries
school and relief society were organized
what was the

20

calculated that
calculatedthat
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percent of the hawaiian population was

LDS

1

then as today laie the gathering place played an important role in
the life of the mission there is a very close relationship between the
concept of gathering to zion and the construction of temples
going up to the
part of
mountain of the house of the lord was more than a figure of speech
gathering was partaking of the blessings of the holy endowment by 1915
hawaiian saints had been looking to laie as their local zion for fifty years
it was the spiritual center of the church as well as the geographical focus of
the saints it seems natural that the leaders of the church especially
president joseph F smith who was so familiar with laie and the needs of the
hawaiian members would consider laie a worthy zion in which to erect a house
of the lord

it

but

laie

been as ready
had not always beenas

for the construction of

a

temple

failure financially before it became
profitable in fact the laie plantation did not provide enough jobs until
the 1890s to support the size community that would be necessary to sustain a
had gone through many years of near

the mission of samuel E woolley building on the accomplishments of
many other mission presidents members and missionaries was the turning point
in the growth of the plantation
temple

W

president woolley whose mission began in 1895 and ended in 1921 was an
energetic leader he believed in the original idea and philosophy of the laie
community
the purpose of the settlement was to help the hawaiians both
temporally and spiritually for many years the population of laie had
remained static because the land would not provide a living for many more
than the ninety to one
hundred employees and their families
woolley could
onehundred
see that if laie were to grow as a gathering place the plantation would have
to be larger accordingly he brought existing properties under cultivation
and bought new land continuing this process until he was released 2
one of the most important

capital improvements woolley

made at laie was
by 1930 this

steam powered water pump
the installation in june 1898 of a steampowered
pump and four others that had been acquired had a capacity of around eight
3
ay
1y
daliy
dally
daily
million gallons dai
dal
the expansion of land made it possible for the
population of laie to grow gradually by the early 1920s laie had nearly one
by 1930 there were 432 people employed in various parts of
thousand people
from 1900 until the early 1920s the plantation paid its own
the operation
4
way every year and supported the financial needs of the mission as we
11
well

under president Wool
woolleys
leys watchful eye and
woollens

fission
mission financial

church

skillful leadership the

statistical reports by year archives of the
of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter

cited as

and

CA

2the
athe
he main source for the years

journals

1895

to 1915 is samuel

E

CA

antoine
ntoine R ivins
margaret comfort

laie plantation
bock

CA

church in the hawaiian islands
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p

90

woolley

time farming enterprise of the nineteenth century grew into
erstwhile small
smalltime
95 was 339 tons
major twentiethcentury
189495
twentieth century operation the sugar crop of 1894
Wool
was
woolleys
leys best crop 3103 tons of sugar an almost tenfold increase
woollens
5
was
temple
under construction
1917 1918 while the
produced in 19171918
most of us probably would not think of the success of the

part of the temple story
succeeded

even

im confident that if the plantation

plantation as
had not

the building of the temple would have been delayed for years

until our

a

maybe

day

the progress of the mission during the first two decades of this century
not only did the saints move forward temporally
was remarkable in many ways
but they also entered a new era of spiritual strength
although laie had been the pride of the church in the islands prior to
1900 it was after this date that the little community became a showplace
they had found and planted trees that were hardy enough to withstand the brisk
winds of the north shore along with many varieties of shrubs and flowers
the roads were paved and kept clean by 1913 there were eighty LDS families
non member chinese japanese korean and portuguese
living here and many nonmember
farmers and gardeners as well

yearly rent was twenty
twentyfive
five cents per family
this charge was levied only to remind the residents that the land was owned by
the church but there was another cost that contributed much to the
in a 1911 address president woolley said
environment of laie
history says
so
this land was a place of refuge in ancient times and 1I want it to continue
tig6
ilg
116
to be
the price of a house and lot at laie is proper living

life

in

laie

was modest

the saints in laie and hawaii took their religion seriously and loved
their leaders faithfully they had enjoyed the special attention of president
joseph F smith while he lived in laie in the 1880s and on a number of other
he had taught them encouraged them lifted
occasions when he visited hawaii
them and wept with them on many occasions
indeed he was their special friend
in the councils of the church
but president smith shared his love for the hawaiian members with
another leader of the church president george Q cannon of the first
presidency although he had not returned to hawaii until fifty years after the
founding of the mission deeply loved and cared for the people of hawaii
it
was his words that evidently first started the hawaiian members thinking
seriously about a temple of their own 1I say seriously because there is some
indication that the subject had been discussed in laie for some time in a
1916 improvement era article elder john A widtsoe of the quorum of the
twelve mentioned that since the founding of laie in 1865 many persons have

bivins
5ivins
vins

laie plantation

hawaiian mission general minutes april
22

6

1911

p

8

CA

7

in his dedicatory prayer
foreseen the coming of a temple at laie
president heber J grant expressed gratitude to heavenly father that the
promise made in a dream to thy servant william W cluff by the prophet
when a temple should be erected in this
brigham young that the day would come
8
im not sure what this refers to
land is fulfilled before our eyes

nevertheless

president cannon visited hawaii to

in december 1900

participate in the jubilee celebration he spoke many times during the
festivities and a number of times in different parts of the islands following
onsubjects
ontubjects
the honolulu celebration on three occasions he touched on
subjects that are
of special significance to us today
on sunday

december 23

the blessings the lord
cannon speak

still

to the saints at laie branch concerning
held in store for them having heard president
he spoke

president woolley wrote

if

they would be faithful enough that the time would come when
some would be given the power to seal husband and wife for time and
eternity so that their9 children would be born under the new and
everlasting covenant
he

said

president cannon was moved to discuss the same subject a week later in
honolulu
taken together these expressions of president cannon gave rise to
the tradition that he had prophesied that a temple would be built in hawaii
he
in fact in 1916 elder widtsoe wrote of president cannons words saying
temple ordinances would
declared that he believed the time was near when the
be enjoyed by the people of the hawaiian islands 10
the second revelatory clarification occurred at lahaina maui on the
morning of december 27 president cannon in company with president woolley
elder cluff and others started out to find the place where nalimanui had
lived when she offered a young elder cannon food and shelter president
cannon wrote
1I

wanted to find the

the lord in
for I1 heard
encouraging
people if 1I

the highest

7j ohn
aj

prophecy

site of this

house and the garden where 1I sought
secret prayer and where he condescended to commune with me
his voice more than once as one man speaks with another
me and showing me the work which should be done amongthis
among this
glory to god in
would follow the dictates of his spirit
that he has permitted me to live to behold the fulfillment

the temple in hawaii
improvement era 19 sept 1916
955
A

Widt soe
widtsoe

gheber
8heber
eber J grant
the dedicatory
284
improvement era 23 february 1920
9woolley
bolley
ool ley
oolley
ooi

lowidtsoe
Widt
soe
vidt
widtsoe

journal
p

december 23

1900

955
23

prayer

fulfilment of
remarkable fulfillment

A

in

the hawaiian

temple

of his words
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Wai kapu maui
waikapu
the third experience took place at kaikapu
it concerned the
latterday
latter day saint teaching that the island peoples are descendants of abraham
through lehi and are heirs to all the blessings of abraham and his posterity
this idea had been accepted by latterday
latter day saints ever since the time of elder
cannons first mission 1850 to 1854 but the knowledge that it had its
inception through him was not well known until president cannon explained t
to the saints at kaikapu on december 28 1900 president woolley wrote that
cannon told them they were of the seed of abraham he knew it because the
lord told him so at lahaina

that the hawaiians were of the house of israel through lehis line was
affirmed by brigham young joseph F smith and heber J grant president
grant mentioned the origins of the polynesian peoples in his dedicatory prayer
of the temple being of the lineage of abraham isaac and jacob the people
of polynesia were heirs to the blessings of the priesthood and thus of the
As has been mentioned in previous meetings of this organization
a
temple
number of hawaiians migrated to salt lake city for the specific purpose of

participating in

years

endowment work

at this point

like to mention something ive
id
on my mission here in 1959 and 1960

when 1I was
wondering why the lord had paid so much attention
time there was only one temple in the islands but
lord was putting what seemed to me an undue amount

been thinking about for
1I found myself
Polyne sians
at that
to the polynesians

of thinking the
of attention on the islands
studied asia in considerable depth

to

my way

of the sea after I1 returned to school I1
again I1 wondered why the church would spend so much money translating and
printing the book of mormon into cook island maori tahitian
tahiti an samoan and so
on when india had so many languages with so many millions of speakers
in
all the pacific the polynesians account for less than a million people

president kimball announced the construction of temples in tahiti
tonga and samoa the question again entered my mind why so much attention to
these islands when so many nations have so many more people A partial answer
is of course that the people of these islands have embraced the gospel and
crave the blessings of the temple but are the polynesians really more
righteous than others and thus so deserving of these special blessings im
not sure although I1 do believe the polynesians tend to have faith in the lord
more easily than some of the rest of us
if the present polynesians dont
fully merit the special attention showered on them then how do we account for
when

this

phenomenon

believe the best answer to my questions is that the lord made
were all aware of
Polyne sians
covenants with the ancestors of the present polynesians
the special covenants mentioned in the book of mormon regarding the
descendants of laman the problem here is that it is not at all clear that
lamanites
the polynesians are Lama
nites hagoth
haroth we know was a nephite do the
polynesians descend from someone other than hagoth
haroth or partly from him and
1I

journal of travels to the hawaiian mission jubilee
see also woolley
typescript of dictation taken by clawson Y cannon CA
george
hgeorge

december 27

Q

cannon

1900
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partly

from others

1I

dont

im not sure

know and

anyone

else does

A

great

of explanations are possible 1I have noted in my research that with
the exception of president kimball all of the other presidents of the church
lamanites
referred to the polynesians as descendants of lehi not as Lama
nites just
number

how do

they

fit

when 1I was doing research for my book unto the islands of the sea 1I
found a most provocative letter written by the
presidency of the church
joseph F smiths imprint shows through very clearly
dated february 6 1911
the occasion for the letter was a great conference or hui tau which was being
tamahau
held at least partly to honor a maori chief named Ta
mahau the
presidency was unable to accept an invitation to attend in new zealand and
sent a fourteen page letter instead
included in its pages is a most

first

first

interesting statement regarding the origins of the polynesian peoples
their place in the house of israel the first presidency wrote
beloved brethren and
the question in your own minds
but here

sisters let
why you

in

and

us pause a moment and
common

raise

with others in your

race inhabiting the isles of the sea were to be more blessed and
favored of the lord than the rest of the remnant of the house of israel
inhabiting this our land of america was it because of any desire on
the part of our heavenly father to bestow blessings upon you upon your
brethren and sisters of samoa hawaii tahiti and other places over and
above those of your brothers and sisters also of the house of israel
living on the american continent no it was simply because of your
forefathers who were first moved upon to occupy the isles of the seas
and who did so under the immediate overruling hand of the god of your
fathers were better than the rest of their brethren who occupied this
continent because they were more obedient and more faithful the lord
in his superior wisdom directed their course away from this continent
to their island homes that they might be separated from their more
wicked disobedient brethren that they might not be left to be preyed
upon and destroyed by the more wicked part of the house of israel whose
descendants still roam upon this continent in a fallen and degraded
state and who because of their acts of wickedness are not prepared to
be redeemed from their fallen condition by the preaching of the gospel
and this on account of their forefathers who love darkness rather than
light because their deeds were evil and who rejected from time to time
the men whom god raised up to preach the gospel of repentance to them
and who stoned them and killed them and treated them even as their
brethren treated jesus and the apostles on the other continent this
dear brethren and sisters is the key of your preservation as a nation
also to the preservation of your brothers and sisters of the other isles
of the sea before mentioned and this is the secret of the overruling
hand of providence which has been over you all from that time until you
received the gospel through the preaching of the elders and until the
present time this is the reason why you of the isles of the sea are
more highly favored and blessed of the lord than your brethren also of
the remnant of the house of israel who remained on this continent
and we repeat the reason that few of the islands of the sea have
been more highly favored and blessed in the lord than those of your
brethren of this continent is because of the worthiness of your
forefathers who were lead away and separated from their brethren of this
continent and because of the blessing of the lord which has attended
25

you

their children

from

that time to the present

12

the children of polynesia then have been blessed and favored of the
lord because of the worthiness of their forefathers wouldnt it be
interesting to know what kinds of special covenants the lord made with the
polynesians
ancestors of the Polyne
sians 1I would speculate that they were promised that
in the latter days their descendants would receive the fullness of the gospel
the priesthood and the saving ordinances of the temple this would be in
harmony with many of the promises found in the book of mormon
in elder Widt
soes
widtsoes

article

he says

truth however the promise of a temple in hawaii did not come as a
surprise to president woolley and others familiar with the history of
the hawaiian mission throughout holy writ both modern and ancient
the people who dwell on the islands of the sea are especially mentioned
and promised that they shall hear and receive a fullness of the gospel
in time it seemed to all who labored in the hawaiian mission it
certainly would be made easily possible for the thousands who entered
the church to receive the rites given 13in the temples and thus to enjoy
a fullness of the gifts of the gospel
in

by

todays standards there

were hardly enough members of the church in

hawaii in 1915 to populate two stakes to say nothing of justifying the
operation of a temple but population was not the only issue involved in the
decision to build a temple in hawaii
after president cannons visit in
1900 temple work was discussed frequently in mission and other conferences
president woolley regularly encouraged his people to live lives of purity so
they could enter the temple someday
in april 1915 president woolley
addressed the saints in conference

are we prepared for a temple to
have we searched out our genealogies
who knows but what the lord wants to build a temple in
be built
this land 1I tell you that there are people here today who if they
continue in the work of the lord shall enter into the temple or other
gement that a temple will be
judgement
temples and the time will come in my jud

built here

14

two months later president joseph F smith selected a temple site at
following
to the lord the date was june 1 1915
laie and dedicated
Lani huli house the mission home president smith invited elder reed
dinner in lanihuli
smoot and bishop charles W nibley to walk with him over to the chapel
Lani
huli house stood where the temple presidents home now stands and the old
lanihuli
they walked up behind the
chapel stood approximately where the temple is
chapel and there president smith explained the reason for their retreat

it

12

first

presidency copy books

Widt soe
widtsoe
14
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the temple in hawaii

general minutes

p

955

hawaiian mission conference
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CA

april

3

1915

CA

together

elder reed smoot recounted president smiths words

feel impressed to dedicate this ground for the erection of a
temple to god for a place where the peoples of the pacific isles can
I1 have not presented this to the council
come and do their temple work
of the twelve or to my counselors but if you think there would be no
objection to it I1 think now is the time to dedicate the ground
never in all my life did 1I hear such a prayer the very ground seemed
to be sacred and he seemed as if he were talking face to face with the15
father 1I cannot and never will forget it if 1I live a thousand years
1

I

at general conference in salt lake city the next october president
in explaining
smith presented the hawaiian temple proposition to the church
the designs of the brethren in building such a structure he said it was being
may reach the blessings of the
built so that the good people of these islands
16
it16
god
own
house of
borders
within their
the plans for the temple were announced polynesian members of the
church all over the pacific began making preparations to attend the temple
in new zealand tonga samoa and french polynesia mission presidents
encouraged the members to work earn and save and look forward to the time
when they could partake of the blessings of the temple
when

latterday
latter day saint population

pacific

not large
in 1915 but the lord had his eye upon this special part of his vineyard
conditions were right A gathering place had been established the church was
on firm financial ground many of the hawaiian saints had already shown their
iokepa
losepa
faith by traveling to utah to receive their endowments the colony of iosepa
was the result of such activity
local members were deeply involved in the
leadership of the church and the church had advanced as far as it could go
until a stake was formed add to this the special love president joseph F
smith held in his heart for the hawaiians and their cousins of polynesia and
it is easy to understand why the lord saw fit to bestow such a remarkable
blessing on this little place

the

in hawaii and the

fielding smith the life of joseph F smith
16cconference
on ference reports
salt lake city october 1915
15jjoseph
oseph
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LOVE FOR OHANA HELPS BRING THE TEMPLE

by

dorothy

L

behling

the president of the hawaii temple between 1955 and 1959 was ray dillman
his wife mildred offered herself as a friend to the youth of laie As a young
mia maid I1 appreciated her warmth and generosity admired her testimony and
loved her for taking the time to notice us
after my graduation in june 1960
from what was then the church college of hawaii 1I went to utah and called at
she invited me to spend some time with her before
her home in sal
lake
saltt provo
to continue my education it was on that occasion that
proceeding to BYU
she told me this story

shortly after ray and mildred were married he was called to be a bishop
he served in that capacity for many years and one of his counselors became his
closest friend the wives were friendly but the two men were like brothers
when bishop dillman was called to be the stake president he asked his friend
to be his counselor and again it was a harmonious and spiritually satisfying
arrangement

then

move

to one

this friend was told by his company that he would have to
of their out of state offices the friend was shocked surely the
one day

with
lord wanted him to stay in utah and remain in the presidency of the stake
he would have to quit his job
his good friend
it seemed the only obvious
he prayed about resigning from the company and was surprised to be
choice
given the impression that he should NOT quit
instead he should move as they
he was disappointed as he announced his leaving to the stake
required
presidency in sadness and wonder his family left their home of so many years
mans
and their friends the dillemans
dillmans
Dill

within a very short time ray and mildred were called to the northwest
soon after president
indian mission with headquarters I1 believe in seattle
dillman and his family arrived he called his long
time friend whom the lord
longtime
As it
had conveniently moved into the mission area to be his counselor
happened when the dillmans mission was over the friends company required him
to return to utah
this he did gladly theirs must have been a david and
jonathan friendship
mildred said that the only time these friends had been apart was when the
dillemans
dillmans
Dill mans were here as the president and matron of the hawaii temple upon their
dillmans
release from the temple the dillemans
dill mans returned to salt lake and he was invited
to join the bevy of lawyers for the church in the general offices though in
seemingly good health president ray dillman died within a few months of that
appointment
at the funeral the wife of rays best friend came to mildred and
while bending close to mildreds ear she whispered hoarsely darn your husband
anyhow

mildred was shocked

why would

anyone say such a thing and make no

explanation
later when it was opportune mildred managed to get the wife of
her husbands friend in a quiet place alone and asked for an explanation of the
womans strange behavior

there

had been a dream

president dillman
28

had been seen in

front of

a

large congregation of men who were wearing a variety of military uniforms he
was sitting on a dais and beside him there was an empty chair
he beckoned from
the dais toward the chair both the lifelong
life long friend and his wife knew that here
again was another call
the wife didnt want her husband to go to a mission
from which he would not return
she was trying to accept everything that had
happened

but

she

still felt

darn your husband

anyhow

preparations were made for the family and a short time later when all was
ready the friends who were seldom separated in life were reunited in the
steady work of the gospel in the spirit world
A HAWAIIAN

PARALLEL

there were some things that happened here in hawaii which 1I believe
strongly resemble this experience of the dillman family the parallel events
revolve around a young lawyer a terrible plague and a feeling of ohana
together they may help give us additional insights as to why the temple was
1

placed in this land

2
W
john
kahumoku
vital young hawaiian lawyer
it was 1853 in honolulu
recently converted to the church accepted the call to serve as a traveling
companion to the fulltime
full time missionaries from salt lake his knowledge of the
language was critical to their potential success his story can be found in the
unpublished manuscript which includes compiled transcriptions of early
handwritten missionary journals copies of newspaper articles etc
it is
entitled3 the history of the hawaiian mission by the church historian andrew

A

jensen

the work having gained a strong footing on the island
of oahu and maui it was considered best by the american
elders to renew their efforts on the two other large
islands of the group namely hawaii and kauai where
their attempts of introducing the gospel hitherto had
been unsuccessful consequently elders nathan tanner
kahumoku sailed from honolulu
thomas karren and john
june 1 1853 on a mission to hawaii of which elder
tanner gives the following interesting account
after four days of rough seas and sea sickness we
landed at lahaina maui and spent the day with elder
in the evening we went on board
francis A hammond
again and after two days more of heavy seas and rough
sailing we landed at kawaihae on the island of hawaii
from kawaihae we had intended to make the trip overland
but on account of the distance and high streams we
uded
eded to go by water and so went on board the
conal
concl
concluded
schooner again to resume our voyage
the sea remained rough so rough that several
unsuccessful attempts were made to reach hilo but
though we thrice reached a point opposite that place
we were unable to land and were finally driven back to
kohala
kahala by this time the sails were torn so badly and
the rigging so disabled that the captain told us it was
impossible to land us at hilo and asked us what he
should do we were sick it seemed neigh unto death and
W

29

were willing to land anywhere rather than suffer the
horrors incident to the extreme situation any longer
and so we told him to run with the wind and land us
wherever he could he then turned and ran back with the
wind to kohala
kahala where we landed and it soon became
apparent to us that it was at kohala
kahala and not at hilo
labor
abor for we found the
that the lord wanted us to 1tabor

people there ready and waiting and praying for the
elders to come we landed on the loth and although we
were sick the natives insisted upon hearing us and
according to their desires we held a meeting and elder
kahumoku addressed them for an hour and a half
the
next morning we baptized 25 before we ate our breakfast

the 15th june

organized two branches of the
church one with 34 and another with 16 members among
naoa
them was the chief napa
nada whom we ordained a priest
jensen vol 1
on

we

the local calvinist minister elias bond began to fear for the loss of
kahala which
his flock he caused problems for the missionaries and saints in kohala
continued for several years the irony is that because of the records he kept
in his church not only was 1I able to find the marriage of my great grandmother
pukaua
pukala nuiokamehameha
moku
nuiokamehamehal to my great grandfather samuel william
but also that very church record is presently being extracted by the mililani
stake and the entire congregation the one mr bond fought so mightily to
preserve from the LDS missionaries will soon be mormons through proxy temple
anyway very soon after the arrival of this small company of LDS
ordinances
missionaries formidable powers were exerted against them
on the 27th of june we were arrested by the sheriff on
a warrant which did not state the charge against us nor
any date
had
either ellipse would have made any

it

but we were required
of course
to appear forthwith and we did so upon inquiring after
the nature of the charge the judge told us we would
learn later that he did not yet know the charge but
subpoena invalid

interfering with
mormons had said that the
the schools
mormon children need not pack boards on their backs six
or eight miles with which to build a church for some
other denomination that god had not made them for pack
mules etc
it was shown at the trial that one day in
each week and the mornings and evenings of the rest the
scholars were subject to be set at work under the
supervision of the teachers for the priest that the
word of the priest was law to them and that they were
in the habit of carrying lumber and sand six or eight
miles with which to build a church while the priest had
someone had

told

that we
that the

him

plenty of cattle running

had been

upon the range
elder john W kahumoku had been educated for a lawyer
and had had some years of practice and he pled our case
he showed that under the law we as
before the court
priests had the same right to organize schools as any
30

other priests that it only required 15 pupils to give
us the right of requiring the government to build us a
school house that we had 19 of the 25 scholars in the
school in question and were therefore masters of the
situation and entitled to the children school house and

there were probably five hundred spectators and
they were deeply interested in the proceedings some of
them suggested that if the mormon children contributed
toward the erection of the calvinists church we should
own it together
the case was adjourned until friday
at 10 am when we were fined 1 for interfering with
the schools and the judge decided that the children

all

should help build the calvinist meeting house but we
baptized the school teacher ordained him a priest took
charge of the school house and he taught during school
days and went out to preach on saturdays and sundays for
the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints the
people were well pleased with him as teacher and

preacher
the king

kauikeaouli
lii
ili kauikeaoulil

kamehameha 111
III

had ordered
a fast on account of the sickness smallpox to be held
on the 14th of june throughout the kingdom but had
directed that any who did not get the notice in time

might hold

it at

we did not get
anytime afterwards
the notice in time for the 14th of june and therefore
we held it on thursday july ath
7th which was our regular
fast day the first thursday in the month the children
who attended our fast meeting on that day were fined and
put into the stocks for being absent from school on that
day the chief justice subsequently wrote to the local

judges that there was no authority of law for the
proceeding but the children had paid the fine and that
ended the matter june loth more correctly july elder
kahumoku returned from a missionary trip during which
he had baptized ten and upon his arrival was summoned
to come before the court for breaking the sabbath by
rowing his canoe
he had started home on saturday
night but owing to head winds did not arrive until

it was claimed that he had
violated the sacredness of the sabbath if he had been
charged with breaking the priests heart by the inroads
made into his flock it would have been nearer the truth
sunday

after daylight

and so

the constable had no summons with him and so we told him
we could not recognize his authority we said also that
we thought we had a right to fill sunday appointments
for preaching even if we were compelled to go in a
on the 13th the constable came with a summons
canoe
kahumoku with the offence already
charging bro
mentioned and on the following friday he appeared for
trial jensen vol 1

after elder

kahumoku

the court asked

explained the situation to the judge
him

if

he was not loaded
31

probably with

he replied no but that he
like the savior had not where to lay his head that
he had no one to feed him except such friends as he made
in his ministry and that some persons had given him a
calabash of fish and one of poi which constituted all
the load he had the court asked him if the king had
allowed him to preach he replied that his right to
preach was as good as that of any minister and his
authority to administer in the ordinances was from
heaven that if the king or any other minister was ever
saved in the kingdom of god it would be by virtue of
that authority that he held that the whole world would
have to submit to it or be damned he was discharged
jensen vol 1

goods for trade or sale

elder nathan tanner continues the story
on

the 27th of july

1853

our friend and brother elder
he was a native only 26 years

john W kahumoku died
old but was learned and a fearless fluent and forcible
advocate of the gospel a faithful godly man a son of
my begetting in the gospel at burgess hall in honolulu
he devoted his whole life after his baptism to the
study and propagation of the cause of christ only
laying down his bible when within about 24 hours of his
demise his physical strength would no longer sustain him
to hold it he had been out to fill an appointment by
himself had baptized some and on returning had rode
hard on horseback
horse back to within a mile of home which
distance had had walked rapidly in order to avoid a rain
storm this caused him to perspire freely and he caught
A high fever ensued
and although fasting and
cold
prayers were constantly offered for him and all that our
affection and skill could suggest was done his summons
we buried
was imperative and he passed peacefully away
him in a stone sepulchre with a stone rolled up to the
entrance about 25 rods from the sea and the same
Hon okane
distance from the bluffs july 28 1853 in honokane
on the island of hawaii
qtd in jensen vol 1
itd

of this incident

elder thomas karren wrote

myself and bro tanner cried unto the lord in his
behalf but all has failed everything was dark
it appears that he kahumoku had a special calling
to go to the world of spirits to preach to his people
there he is the first of his nation that is gone into
the spirit world with the priesthood upon him he was
faithful to his calling and did not shun to declare the
gospel of the lord god as far as he knew how his labors

a more faithful young
1I
unpeachable
man
never knew his character was unpeaceable
may be said of him he left all and
unimpeachable
choly to the ministry
followed christ he gave himself wholy

were unwavering by night and day

it
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it

his joy and delight his meat and drink to win
he head finished
souls into the kingdom of god
hphear
his work hear and is called to act in another sphear
he has laid down his life in the field like a
101
lol
iol
di er of christ and his works will follow him he has
soldier
laid the foundation of a work that will stand to the
winding up scene and his name will be head in honorable
remembrance among his people and among the saints of
god
79
karren 75
7579
was

the hawaiian mission history continues
was very keenly felt by elders tanner and
karren as he had acted as their interpreter and they
were left upon the island of hawaii almost unable to
jensen vol
make themselves understood by the natives

his loss

1

like president dillman answered a call to the spirit
first in perhaps centuries to enter that world with the

elder

kahumoku
he was the
world
language and skill to

teach his people with priesthood power
the ancient
reverence for the extended family the ghana
ohana had caused the hawaiian people to
expend tremendous energy in preserving a detailed memory of generations
perhaps elder kahumoku like president dillman even called others to help him
and that many hawaiian saints in an act of love unparalleled in the history of
the church in any era left this life to help with the work among the dead
THE HAWAII OF

1853

A TIME OF

destruction

itLDSis

important to appreciate the milieu in which all this happened the
prior to
missionaries had arrived in honolulu december 12 1850
first
the
their arrival there had been great losses among the hawaiian people
population in 1778 is estimated at 300000
at the time of the 1850 census
by 1853 the official numbers had
there were 84165 people in the islands
dropped to 73130 persons 70036 native Hawaii
ans 983 part hawaiian and 2119
hawaiians
non hawaiians
schmitt 70 74
the later losses were attributed to the
contact with the western world
the normally high birth rate could not keep
pace with the deaths and there was a deficit of over 11000 lives in those three
short years
many

western diseases found their

way to
common cold

measles influenza
the hawaiians had little

hawaii

various fevers even the
combined with the social diseases generally
resistance to these imports
brought by the sailors it becomes quickly apparent why the population dwindled
so rapidly
hawaiian mission history mentioned the
earlier excerpts from the
terrible smallpox epidemic of 1853 you may recall recent accounts within the
last two years of the unearthing of a common grave in honolulu around the king
street area where the bodies of several victims of this disaster were
discovered in his history shoal of time gavan daws gives a vivid description
of the epidemics destructive power
cholera

the physicians of honolulu worked as fast as they
could to get vaccine matter ready and the drugstores
were besieged by people asking for vaccination but the
33

soon
disease spread as if nothing were being done
almostevery
almost every district of honolulu was reporting cases
A day of national humiliation
fasting and prayer was
date discrepancy between this and
called for june 15
protestant ministers set up
the missionary account
vaccination and food stations catholic priests tended
the sick and baptized the dying and some newly arrived
mormon elders labored to expel the disease by laying on
by june 18 41 natives
hands and anointing with oil
were dead and 114 were sick in the next week the
figures doubled july and august were terrible months
oahu more than four thousand cases and fifteen
hundred deaths were reported most of them at honolulu

on

by

october the

town was

safe

but the rural

districts

of oahu continued to suffer
by the end of january 1854 when for the first time
no new cases or deaths were recorded the islands had
reported a total of 6405 cases and 2485 deaths
richard armstrong who was in charge of the kingdoms
census thought these figures were far too low
he
believed that for every death the government heard
about two or three went unreported
in his opinion the
toll was probably as high as five or six thousand only
a handful of white men were among that number even
though everybody was exposed to the disease
the
hawaiians had never given much attention to western
ideas about medical treatment and in this instance they
paid a terrible price
at honolulu many natives were
vaccinated or inoculated and if they were lucky the
vaccine took thousands of others refused to be helped
some scratched their arms simulating vaccination marks
rather than submit to the white physicians and their
volunteer helpers
others went to native medical
kadunas for aid the dreadful consequences were plain
kahunas
hawaiians fell sick everywhere some were abandoned and
died alone their bodies were left to rot others were
buried where they lay without coffins in graves so
shallow that wandering pigs and dogs could unearth them
some native families nursed their sick at home
devotedly and uselessly and carefully laid the dead
under the dirt floors of their thatch huts or in their
house yards following their old burial practices and
condemning themselves to follow the dead into the grave

at honolulu life fell apart

fresh beef could not

the produce markets

be found anywhere
no one trusted pork or chicken from native farms
and
fish and vegetables were served only with great
trepidation workers and domestic servants disappeared
hawaiians left the town by hundreds the healthy to get
away from the loathsome disease the sick to escape they
knew not what
they went into the hills and the country
and to spread
districts to wait out their time
or they took to boats
infection without knowing it

emptied out
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and canoes in defiance of the
orders and headed for the outer

health commissioners
islands

stayed at honolulu death was ati
al
atl
all1I
around yellow flags hung in doorways on every street
and the legal columns of the polynesian were filled to
overflowing with attorneys announcements winding up the
estates of hawaiians who had committed their property
but not their person to western ways who had bought
their wills but had not
title to their lands and made
teams of wagon drivers patrolled the
been vaccinated
vaccina ted
among these
town picking up the sick and the dead
workers were six seamen jailed after the riot of 1852
they and their fellow wagoners became so hardened to
death that they were able to stop at a tavern for a
drink leaving their load of corpses outside
at
the height of the epidemic forty or fifty bodies were
ako and before the worst was
kakaako
buried each day at Kaka
over more than a thousand corpses were packed into the
ground there many of them laid on their sides to save
space in graves just wide enough to admit a body and
only three feet deep
141
daws 140
140141
it was a terrible time

for those

who

it

should be remembered that during this time there were only temporary
hospitals and dispensaries for the hawaiian population queen emma would soon
begin the campaign that would culminate six years later in august of 1859 with

the construction of queens hospital

the deseret news in salt lake city carried a story dated june 30 1853
sent by philip B lewis the president of the hawaii mission which described
the situation from his point of view
bros johnson farrar and myself have been occupied
almost entirely for the last ten days striving to
alleviate the sufferings of scores of these poor
natives who are now being swept off by hundreds by that
which made its
loathsome disease the smallpox
appearance here some four weeks since
such scenes of
wretchedness and misery my eyes never before beheld
we have sought diligently to administer to the brethren
through the power of our priesthood
and our
administration has almost universally been blessed to
those who have taken our council
ru ly heartrending
the condition of many places iis truly
heart rending
one which we were called to visit contained 16 who were
suffering with the disease and the mats or floor was
putrance
patrance
nearly covered with seemingly living pu
trance from our
success in teaching and administering to the sick the
doctors and priests are getting mad and we were
to go again among the sick
threatened and commanded not
notto
copy in jensen vol 1
every family mourned

mission history records

dead and the living were in despair
the hawaii
jensen vol 1
elder karren wrote of the effect on

its
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the honolulu saints
attended meeting twice there was but very few came
to hear
there seems to be a stand hear at
present a cloud of gloom hanging over this place those
crowded and spirited meetings which were carried on hear
our mission in a
disapeared
a few months ago has disappeared
great measure has been broken up and we have head to
give up our meeting house so great has been the
destruction among this people that the the survivors
almost despair of life
karren bk 2
1I

again according to the mission history
before the close of

1853 the gospel had been preached
there was scarcely a district in the

so extensively that
hawaiian group that

not heard the sound of
more or less and the number of members had
mormonism
increased to upwards of 4000 jensen vol 1

B

F

had

johnson mentions in his memoirs

my

life
lifes

review

a

general area

conference on maui that year at which 2000 native members were present there
being six or seven thousand native saints in the mission
qtd in jensen vol
itd
1
and then schmitt 76 listed the LDS membership at only 2778 for the year
1853
whatever the number for many it was not only a time of great physical
distress but also a time for remarkable spiritual gifts
A TIME OF

FAITH

the missionaries reported that many gifts of the spirit were given to
beano for instance was credited with being the
hawaiian members A brother keano
first hawaiian to exhibit the gift of tongues this remarkable occurrence in
mauij
maul
maui happened at the same time as the plague was raging
lahaina macij
july 28
1853
there are numerous accounts of how the lord granted many blessings and
healings among the saints because of their great faith george Q cannon in his
book my first mission tells of some wonderful miracles
one day a young man made application to be baptized who
had been so sick that he was not expected to live
his
elder brother was in the church and the evening
previous to his baptism the elders had been called to
administer to him he was so much restored by morning
that he was able to arise and afterwards attend the
meeting and was baptized
the same day brother napela and some of the other
native saints had visited a woman who believed in the
gospel who wished to be baptized she had been unable
to walk upright for five years but she was anxious for
them to administer to her that she might be restored
they laid their hands upon her and commanded her in the
she
name of the lord jesus christ to arise and walk
immediately stood up and walked and went and was

baptized
another instance

was

that of
36

a woman

one of whose

limbs was withered
she was baptized

health

t6
the
after ta

and who was afflicted with palsy
and was speedily restored to

jan 27
1853
18531 three persons requested to be administered to
one of whom was a blind man he had been blind for
upwards of thirty years but his sight was restored to
him he began to amend from the time hands were laid
upon him and the next morning he was able to see
his restoration caused a great stir in the neighborhood
64
6364
for his blindness was well known cannon 63
meeting was over

Wai
ehu
waiohu
waiehu

maui

elder tanner tells of a sick woman who had been carried and placed by the
roadside to await the elders on their way to meeting when they happened by
she asked for a blessing they administered to her after which she arose and
walked with them to church they were constantly called on to administer to the
sick and all manner of diseases were healed jensen vol I1
1853

so many had been healed of crippling ailments that as one man may 12
who had not walked for six months
made his way through the streets

toward his baptism the children of his village chanted among themselves that
the calvinists could not give people legs to walk with like the mormons did
jensen vol 1

often other deadly companions lurked near the plague victims as elder
henry
bigler discovered when he went to visit the branch of the church in
W

Wai
waimanalo
manalo

his arrival there july 28th 1853 he visited several
houses where the former occupants had either died with
cholera or fled to other places leaving their household
goods hogs dogs and fowls
fowls to take care of themselves
at another place where there were six houses or
families close together all the inhabitants had died
except three who had fled it appeared to elder bigler
that many died for lack of care and proper nursing he
writes on friday sept 2 1853 1I was called to visit
a sick boy who was down with the smallpox
his
condition was so critical that 1I had hitherto seen
nothing so awful
the stench was almost unbearable and
the poor boy seemed one mass of corruption his mother
1I administered to him and
was a member of the church
told his father to rub him with consecrated oil give
him some ginger tea and keep him out of the wind
some time afterwards sept 19th I1 saw the little boy
on

who had

recovered

sometime in february of 1853
which brother cannon recalls

jensen

11

an

vol

1

especially remarkable event took place

whose name was uaua
baua
he was
have mentioned an elder
elderwhose
a man of considerable faith
his wife had been stricken
down in his absence and had been to all appearance
dead for some three hours before he had arrived at his
1I
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house
in

that country when a person dies the friends and
relatives of the family assemble together and manifest
they were indulging in these
waii ing
wail
wall
their grief by wailing
lamentations and outcries when he returned every one
supposing that she was dead he was of course very

much shocked

but the

her and lay hands upon

first

thing he did was to anoint
her and to the astonishment of

instantly recovered
1I
might multiply instances of this kind without
number but 1I write these to show you that the same
works and power of god which were manifested anciently
through the faith of the servants and saints of god have
been shown forth in our day and under the administration
of the people of god who now live
the natives of the sandwich islands had great faith
to lay hands on the sick and also to have hands laid
upon them when they were sick
it was not contrary to
believe in this ordinance
belleve
their traditions for them to tobelieve
for their old native priests before the missionaries

all

who had

assembled

she

had considerable power which they exercised
cannon 65
in which the people had confidence

came

it

and

seems to have been common knowledge

that those sick with the smallpox
were being healed by priesthood administration the news traveled fast to the
an account of some infected persons who had escaped from
outer iislands
sl ands
honolulu and made their way to the kohata coast at honokane
Hon okane offers an
interesting example
there

had also come from honolulu about 20 persons whom
was supposed were exposed to smallpox
they were
honokane
okane under the circumstances and
fined for coming to Hon
were placed among our people the priest mr bond had
heard
heardthat
that out of 800 who had died in honolulu only two
of the saints had died and that they for some cause had
so he placed the people who
not sent for the elders
had been exposed to the small pox in our branch among
now
our members remarking as he did so
the
if
mormons can escape the small pox let them do it
it
seemed as if the lord had sent us there to save the
people satan had apparently determined to destroy the
work even if he must destroy the people in order to do

it

it

but the lord overruled all in our favor for
although some of the imported people died with the
disease none of ours had it jensen vol 1

it

that in the year 1853 the first hawaiian member died rather
prematurely the islands were hit with a terrible plague and great faith and
healing were observed we might expect that those faithful saints would have
been spared the awful suffering and death from smallpox but that was not the
case
the record of benjamin franklin johnson who was appointed to be the
first president of the honolulu branch yields a precious insight into the
extent of the smallpox menace and its effect on the saints
to his horror
non mormons who received administrations
brother johnson noticed that while many nonmormons
so

was
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recovered

an alarming number

of

mormons

did not

native elders now in the field were exerting a powerful
influence and it almost seemed as though all the
hawaiian people would become members of the church but
at this time the smallpox was getting its start among

but as soon as it was really known to
smallpox the old missionaries left their flocks and
many of the physicians were too frightened to
fled
remain
brother lewis
ewis brother farrar and 1I were still
together in the city and we agreed that by the help of
the lord we would stand by each other and stay with the
As soon as some of the natives
native saints
began to die with smallpox it struck the people as a
and before we were aware of it almost the
panic
whole native population was sick dying or lying dead
such was the terrible condition of the city that states
prisoners were pardoned on condition they would assist
in burying the dead at first the health officers took
them to hospitals or pest houses and to escape this
many fled to the mountains and died in some by place
accompanying brother lewis to the hospital at one time
to look after some of our brethren the stench from the
dead and dying so overcame me that 1I was helped from the
room to the open air
and going from house to house
among the sick we found in yards where perhaps twenty
had lived now not a soul alive while some of the dead
were still unburied often in one day we used twoquart
two quart
bottles of oil in anointing the sick for we ministered
to all who asked us feeling they were all our fathers
covenant children
1I
cannot describe the piteous sights we often
witnessed on one occasion coming to a house where lay
upon the mats a man and boy too swollen to be
recognized as we ministered to the man he seemed to
them

revive and tried to talk and 1I felt sure it was one of
our brethren I1 looked around and saw a coat which I1
knew belonged to one of our dearest friends
a most
devoted member of the church
all the rest of his
so went most
family were dead and he was nearly gone
of our dearest and most zealous brethren and friends
and my heart
our most active help in the ministry
wept and my whole soul cried out to the lord for that
I1 was in great affliction
and marveled
poor people
that the lord would permit all his most faithful
servants to die so dear to us and whose help we so
1I pondered the subject prayerfully until
much needed
the light of the lord shone upon my understanding and
1I saw multitudes of their race in the spirit world who
had lived before them and there was not one there with
the voice of
the priesthood to teach them the gospel
sorrow not for they are now
the spirit said to me
doing that greater work for which they were ordained
39

and iitt iiss al
ail1 of the
ali
all

so 1I was comforted

lord

ng
knowl
knowing

that through the spirit of elijah the hearts of the
children were now being turned to the fathers in the
spirit land of the 4000 who died in the vicinity of
received the gospel including
the most efficient and the very best of the native
158
156158
saints johnson 156
honolulu

some 400 had

mi11enia1
millennial
starrs
millenial
lenial starts
stars report that 1 over three thousand
cites the Mil
with either the
hawaiians died with about 200 of the saints jensen vol
andrew jensen

or 400 LDS in 4000 deaths the summary seems
to be that from 6 to 10 of the deaths due to smallpox were native members of
yet officially mormons only made up 37
3.7
the church
37 of the population
schmitt 74 76
it is not clear from the conflicting sources just what
percentage of the population had indeed affiliated itself with the church it
johnson thought there were a
does appear that at least benjamin F
disproportionate number of LDS members who died in this plague in spite of the
fact that during that very time there had been a great outpouring of the gifts
of the spirit including the gifts of healing and being healed
count of 200

LDS

in 3000 deaths

THE HAWAIIAN OHANA

choose to believe with elders tanner

and johnson

that some of
the best of the newly converted children of israel in hawaii left this world
to teach their ohana waiting in the spirit world
it is not difficult to
believe that ancient hawaiian traditions had kept alive their connections to
that ohana through the chants which told the stories of over 80 generations of
1I

karren

ancestors

by 1842

literacy

Hawaii ans
hawaiians

with

their

newly defined alphabet and

great interest

had begun to publish in their own hawaiian language newspapers
one chosen to be a
the treasured and sacred oral memories of the ohana
keeper of the oral history would often have committed to memory scores of

in

when the LDS missionaries
chants covering literally hundreds of generations
arrived some of the converts may well have realized why the collective memory
in the hearts of many of the most
of the ohana had been so tenacious
efficient and the very best there was most probably a desire to share the
wonderful news of jesus the redeemer with those in the ohana whose names had
been sung unwaveringly through the ages

it

years after this unprecedented exodus
of missionaries to the spirit world and after the collection and publication of
thousands of chants and meles representing more generations of information than
was then or is even now available in any european country that the lord would
have his prophet joseph F smith come to dedicate a place where the saving
Is it a surprise to
ordinances might be made available to the ohana of hawaii
find that among the first proxy ordinances performed in the hawaii temple are
hakea and papa and scores of their
the great father and mother of hawaii wakea
descendants
the ancient meles were among the very first sources used for
identifying those needing temple work
Is

any wonder

that

by 1919

66

MODERN TEMPLE BUILDING

I1

remember about ten years ago

while working in the priesthood genealogy
40

offices of the church how frequently one of the coordinators would mention that
a stake presidentor
or regional representative or interested member had asked one
president
presidentor

of the standard questions and someone had given the standard answer how can we
get the church to build a temple in our area show them that you can support
the work of the temple with research from the people of the area and you can
have a temple

believe there was no place in all the world in 1919 that was any more
with centuries of records over 50
prepared to support the work of a temple
years of preparation by missionaries to the dead and a tried and faithful
membership
than hawaii
the reward for this extraordinary effort was the
hawaii temple
it stands as a monument to centuries of hearts turned to the
fathers but even though its been 70 years since the work for the ohana was
begun many of the olis and meles are yet untouched
there is still work to be
done so that the extended f-amily of all Hawaii
ans the hawaiian ohana can be
hawaiians
I1

complete

authors note in researching the church in hawaii it was discovered that the
those
earliest membership records we have are from 1880 to the present
hawaiian members who died between 1850 and 1880 or who became inactive before
1880 or whose families became disaffiliated with the church before 1880 are
probably NOT recorded in such a way that they have been processed for their
everyone listed on the 1880 lists who is deceased has
temple ordinances

automatically been submitted for that work and of course families involved
in active research may have submitted names of other early members who do not
appear on the 1880 lists but there may be several thousand unidentified early
john W
baptized members who have not yet received their temple blessings
kahumoku was one such oversight and the discovery that he did not have
A list of some 600
ordinances has spurred a search for the names of others
names mostly male has been collected from a variety of sources and is being
prepared for submission any information that families have about these early
saints would be much appreciated
NOTES

the hawaiian word ohana translates in simplest terms to family but the
visitor to polynesia will come to realize that this is not meant to be the tiny
fully extended generational
nuclear family of modern US suburbia this is the fullyextended
family this is the constantly flowing through the dwelling place family of
aunts uncles grandparents and cousins of various numbers and degrees without
which the polynesian is heartsick and lonely ohana is the embracing animating
center of life ones family
1

is spelled in a variety of ways in the sources cited for clarity
and consistancy
consistency
consi stancy this is the way it will appear it is the spelling that family
members use most frequently today
2

this

name

of the sources cited are unedited drafts or handwritten journal entries
they are represented in this paper without correction to grammar mechanics or
inventive spelling
3

some
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the attempted attack

on

the hawaii temple december

by

lance

7

1941

chase

D

religious legends
legendsi concerning hawaii is the
account of a japanese pilots attempt to destroy the hawaii temple on december
7 1941
this paper will not deal with the many variants of the story rather
1I will discuss the storys validity
and that which moves it from the realm of
folklore to religious legend its origins 1I issue one caveat elder harold
B
lee said at general conference as reported in the ensign it never ceases
to amaze me how gullible some of our church members are in broadcasting these
1I long ago determined
As an historian
105
sensational stories
that
the most judicious approach to miracle stories is to recognize the powerlessness
I commend this approach to you since it
of miracles to produce true faith
allows objective examination of such accounts our efforts influenced only by
a desire to determine the truth
1

one of the most widespread

1

parenthetically

others preserves

let

me

further observe that all historians poach

isenberg 68

on

baldridge has done
considerable research on this story and has graciously made the results available
1I dare say he would almost rather be giving a paper today on my topic
to me
than on his own
colleague

my

ken

liberated from their overturned
steel coffins others breathed fetid air in their darkened tombs their slim
hopes of rescue fading with each agonized breath
such was the decision fate
decreed for the traumatized men at pearl harbor that seventh day of december
while some

men

were being miraculously

twenty miles and six minutes away by a val dive bomber to
the north related events are said to have unfolded which constitute the subject
of this paper the story is relatively simple A japanese pilot returning from
pearl harbor with a bomb still undelivered spotted the hawaii temple
determined to destroy the building a target of opportunity before it became
necessary to jettison his bomb harmlessly into the nearby sea he dived on the
temple
his bomb would not release he then decided to dive again and strafe
but his guns would not fire it is unclear whether he made three or more passes
but on what may have been a third pass his controls failed to work even as he
contemplated a suicide dive fearful of expending his fuel before reaching his
ship he headed out to sea now he worked his bomb release mechanism and the
now his guns responded
bomb fell
feeling disgraced but encouraged by his
now properly functioning plane he decided to try a last strafing run at the
A final time his controls refused to respond and he was forced to
building
continue back to his ship stout journal
meanwhile

1941

this story seems to have been in circulation for some 26 years before its
in 1983 robert thomas stout and his
source became generally known in hawaii
wife visited the hawaii temple on their 25th anniversary
after the session
stout told the
they spoke with the then temple president bob finlayson
president of his tracking
tracting out the japanese pilot in september of 1957 when stout
tr
acting
a great grandson of hosea stout was a missionary in matsumoto city japan this
city of 200000 in the foothills of the japanese alps is the sister to salt lake
city utah finlayson had heard a version of the story previously from one of
his

own

temple workers

robert kahawaii
43

a

professed eye witness

A

short while

between stout and finlayson the former sent his actual
journal to the hawaii temple or their archives so now at last the japanese
source of the legend was uncovered and could be compared with that of the eyeof course stouts account had been given regularly in
witness kahawaii
in hawaii bob kahawaii had
firesides in boise idaho where stout lived

after this meeting

frequently shared his version ken baldridge recorded this for the oral history
program at brigham young university hawaii in 1976
those who have personally
heard bob kahawaii tell his story as 1I have are well aware that his accounts
varied and some have felt that the variations undermined the credibility of bobs
while his versions pose many unresolved problems it is well to
account
remember that variations between accounts are also characteristic of the visions
certainly kahawaiis version has some
of the apostle paul and joseph smith
serious contradictions with stouts account and also those written by pearl
harbor historians walter lord and gordon prange

kahawaiis story is that he came home drunk early sunday morning
Poo haile street in laie perhaps a quarter mile away from
112 poohaile
december 7 to 55
55112
the temple after he had imbibed too freely at a party bobs wife had locked
him out so he slept under a coconut tree near his house
he had been to honolulu
stadium earlier saturday night to see the willamette university bearcats play
the university of hawaii rainbows in the shrine classic but unlike many other
La
ieans bob came home that night as he planned to go fishing with friends early
laicans
laieans
bob

he awoke and saw a plane diving on the temple
sunday morning
he described
the bomb as not too big a smaller bomb and long just like a torpedo hanging
down as though it were a hook but it did not fall
at least one pass was made
year old high school custodian recalled before the plane flew away
the 32
32yearold
shortly later now at the fishing site at hukilau
hukitau beach and close to the cooke
17 bomber flying toward kahuku
kahuhu
boat house he saw an american Bb17
he could not
have known then that the US plane having flown in from california at the very
time of the first attack on pearl made an emergency landing on the kahuku
kahuhu golf
course lord 153
this detail is significant because it indicates that
according to bobs account the attempt to bomb the temple occurred during the
attack of the first rather than the second strike force
a

if the

story

mouths of two witnesses are required to establish the validity of
1I would like to continue by analyzing the strengths and
we have them

weaknesses of these two accounts

sixteen years elapsed between the attack on pearl harbor and the narration
year old missionary kahawaiis account is not
of the event to stout the 19
19yearold
recorded until 34 years after the attack in 1976
furthermore it was 1975
before kahawaii was prompted to have the document notarized the transcript of
the account still has not been finally edited and it is a problematical document
kahawaii spoke in pidgin and was not always easy to understand
his account
indicates he may have telescoped some of the events attributing them to december
7
1941 when it was obvious they could only have occurred much later
for
instance he said the japanese bomber had bomb bay doors none of the japanese
carrier aircraft at the time had bomb bays the bombs were attached externally
to the aircraft what is more one wonders why bob never told his daughter in
law emma about the incident until about 1965 although she and her husband lived
with bob for a number of years prior to 1965 on the other hand the character
although bob kahawaii was
of both the roberts involved is unimpeachable
irregular in his habits for nearly half his life he later served three missions
and died a temple worker july 1986
stout worked for the church education
44

system for 12 years and is now pursuing a doctorate at arizona state university
he has returned to japan more than 50 times once as mission president from 197780 and as a temple worker although bob is still on crutches after a serious car
accident both kahawaii and stout were absolutely convinced of the truthfulness

of their accounts of the attempted attack

in searching for other possible witnesses 1I met tom nakayama with whom bob
tom told me he heard but saw no planes
went fishing that morning
cloud cover
described by japanese flyers and ascribed by them to providence may account for
107 09
of course bob
but he did not even know of bobs story
this deca
dec7 10709
related that they went fishing after he saw the bomber attack so this could
possibly account for tom not seeing the action bob reported
other possible
witnesses have not come forward the other fisherman with bob and tom that
morning has died

stouts

missionary companion gary hatch wright of chula vista california
died in a plane crash around 1969 1I have examined garys journal his brother
george G wright of mapleton utah was kind enough to locate for me the only
entry for september 1957 is by stout praising senior companion wright there
are no entries in the journal after this and nothing before about the temple
story stout suggested to me that wright was not an iron rodder possibly in
reference to the absence of significant or regular journal entries search was
made by george wright for letters from his brother which might mention the story
but nothing was found
formerly regional representative in
hawaii was stouts mission president he does not recall ever hearing the story
until after returning from his mission to hawaii although he heard it from
20
As a former pilot of A
kahawaii prior to reading stouts account in 1983
a20
II he has carefully reread stouts journal account
attack aircraft in world war 11
and verified that the military aspects are plausible
paul andrus

a hawaii

temple worker

one of the most enjoyable aspects of my research allowed me to cater to
my fascination with world war 11
II military aircraft 1I wondered if accounts were
sufficiently consistent that a particular aircraft type could be identified in
inel
imelping
beeping
belping
ping corroborate either account
the attack j Imel
the three types of aircraft
val dive
used were the US nicknamed kate torpedo and high level bomber
2
bombers and zeke fighters
both functions performed by the kates seemed to
rule out that type as being involved in an attempt on the temple they were
armed with only one bomb or torpedo each looking very similar weighing 1764
pounds and designed for bombing ships only rand mcnally 300 at dawn 375
kahawaiis description of the bomb as not too big a smaller bomb and long just
like a torpedo is admittedly a problem that describes the bomb on the kate
for me convincing evidence that the plane could not have been a kate is in
stouts account the pilot planned to strafe the temple and this was a function
of which the kates were incapable since their only gun was a machine gun facing
the rear of the plane and providing only for limited defense against other
mcnally 300 dec 7 159
aircraft rand mcnatty

stouts story

also makes clear that the plane could not have been the famed
zekes were not equipped with bombs
zeke or zero since on the pearl mission the aekes
aekes were used for protecting the slower and more important bombers
instead zekes
and torpedo planes and having done that for strafing dec 7 84
of course
once again this is placing considerable trust in a mormon elders language skills
45

pro
missionary training center days
promissionary
premissionary
in these pre
assumption then is that the plane was a val dive bomber armed not with
a torpedolike
block buster intended for ground
torpedo like bomb but rather with a 550 pound blockbuster
targets only and with three machine guns two of which were used for strafing
at dawn 259
this aircraft also has a rear gunner who would be another witness
in the story could he be located
my

stout has the
several inconsistencies occur relative to these details
pilot with a bomb left when a single bomb was all the val carried while more
than 50 kates in the second attack force did carry multiple bombs none of these
bombs were torpedo shaped and none of these multiple bomb carrying kates were
in the first attack force which is where 1I place our pilot at dawn 374
other factor relative to the equipment is significant for both the
high level bombers with their special ordnance made from 16 inch naval shells
and the dive bombers with their 550 pound bombs special equipment had to be
in fact these mechanisms
constructed for releasing these explosive devices
were so new that they were still being installed and adjusted right up to the
time the 30 vessel task force left hitokappu bay for hawaii at dawn 271
27122
thus it is possible the pilot might have had difficulty delivering his bomb due
to mechanical malfunction although there is no evidence of any other planes
one

having

this

problem

the pilots name ought to be significant and fortunately stout provides
a possible lead
he cited two variants possibly three ohara ogawa and okawa
all common enough in japan outside the house stout described as sort of a
duplex was the name nishimoto but he thought this name was that of the other
I1 have attempted to locate a roster of the pilots and
party in the house
understand one may exist but have been unable to obtain it A professor ikuhiko
ikuhiro
hata in tokyo has apparently compiled such a list but thus far has been unwilling
to send it to me my estimate is that approximately 816 flyers were involved
in the attack 355 of them pilots
one of the operational problems concerns the temple as a target
the
clearly identified targets for the japanese force were the US naval vessels
and the military air bases on oahu at dawn 27
japanese military
2788 374
leaders emphasized the importance of crippling the american pacific fleet and
in order to do that fully and to prevent retaliation from US aircraft they
had to destroy american war planes preferably on the ground
nevertheless
aekes strafed homes
apparently in the excitement of the actual engagement zekes
in addition two of the six
pedestrians cars even golf courses at dawn 532
Zu
7zuikaku
shosaku and jikaku
ikaku had relatively
japanese carriers the newest in the fleet shokaku
uikaku
untrained pilots and these were assigned only land targets considered large
one
enough for even these pilots to hit on their maiden voyage at dawn 269
of these planes could have had his target over one of the bases obscured by smoke
obviously no japanese
or had a malfunction of his bomb release mechanism
pilot would have returned to his ship with his bomb attached and certainly not
with it dangling precariously from its hanger as kahawaii described it it was
over water without
bombl
bombsover
bomblover
II planes to jettison unused bombs
the custom for world war 11
Sover
arming them when possible

another operational question concerns stouts journal account that the
Ji
pilot on his last try even thought he would jisatsu
ii satsu suicide dive the kamikaze
46

45 and one wonders if such a detail
194445
phase of the war did not occur until 1944
discredits stout surely he would have known about the kamikaze aspect but
Pr anges brilliant 37 year study
probably not when it was instituted gordon W pranges
franges
of the pearl harbor attack reveals that japanese pilots were willing and in a
few instances actually may have dived their stricken aircraft onto american
prior to launch from their
targets on december 7 1941 at dawn 491 533
carriers these fiercely committed flyers had vowed to maintain radio silence
even if they went down at sea thus preserving both the surprise factor of the
of course this
mission and their fleet from american attack at dawn 379
also assured their likely death in case of engine failure or plane damage since
they wore no parachutes dec 7 85
the depth of their resolve can be measured

since their commanders had earlier suggested they break radio silence only if
they went down at sea so that rescue vessels could retrieve them the planes

were equipped with small

life rafts

dec

7

85

geographical question must be asked since no flight plans for the
attacking force show japanese aircraft within five miles of the laie temple on
on their return
the pilots were supposed to
their way to their targets
nor
rendezvous 20 miles northwest
north west of kaena point far from laie at dawn 374
would laie intersect with the return route of those planes which made the
rendezvous prior to the pearl harbor attack japanese fighters had never taken
offensive action more than a hundred miles from their base and they had no homing
however paul andrus assured me that in the
device at dawn 163 dec 7 259
U by no means straining
excitement and confusion of combat conditions it Is
credibility to believe japanese planes could have passed over laie the return
to the carriers was much less orderly than had been the inbound flight US
radar sites could obtain no definite plot of any planes returning dec 7 304
but in this matter the two accounts again vary stout has his pilot returning
from pearl prior to the temple attack and kahawaii his flying to kaneohe
Kane ohe after
stouts again seems more plausible for the planes attacking kaneohe first hit
hawaiian landfall several miles to the kaneohe side of laie at the closest on
kahuhu side on the west combat 29
the east several miles to the kahuku
A

president D arthur haycock of the hawaii temple has strong feelings about
was so elementary that
japanese ulas
this story he asks how two missionaries whose japaneseulas
they did not understand they had been told their contact was not interested
and instead entered his home could have understood the detailed account stout
scribbled on wrights map I1 asked both andrus and stout about this the former
said the explanation could be simple if the man said something like it doesnt
matter or
all right or even im all right meaning im all right now
as 1I am the difference in both japanese and english is sufficiently slight that
stout recalled the man gave his
the man easily could have been misunderstood
explanation of the attempted bombing in broken english with many gestures

its

of the more mythical aspects of the story are worthy of comment
stout reported that he had on that ninth day of september 1957 in matsumoto city
a post card aerial view of the hawaiian temple that piqued the pilots attention
when the latter saw this picture
in
ohara san turned pale and was shocked
aged man into telling his
middleaged
fact it was this picture that provoked the middle
story after his airplanes controls froze on his next to last attempt great
fear scared me and 1I realized a strange power protected that white building with
its blue pools on his last attempt he felt a powerful influence felt he had
Kam
the
angered god kamiyama
kamisama
isama
he did not even look back so great was his fear
elders told him about the temple to which the man replied
it has giant magic
some
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you two missionaries make me feel those feelings again
power and protects it
you must 1leave
e ave me alone and not torment my mind and heart kokoro
please
kfikoro
one of the prominent characteristics of many of
I1 am very busy
excuse me
the military personnel among the attackers was their concern that the powers of
heaven aid them
here is the classic case of both sides praying for divine

intervention in their behalf

no doubt

complicating the divine economy

critics of the story have asked how it could be true when god
apparently has not seen fit to protect his other temples such as solomons
nauvoo
He
and even salt lake when a bomb damaged the east door
herods
hernds
stouts
rods
response to this was that he thought it unlikely temple work was slowed in salt
some

lake when the bomb exploded there but the work in hawaii would have been set back
severely had the japanese aviator been successful with his bomb of course no
one who has witnessed the faith of the polynesian people would question the power
of that faith even to the protection of buildings from eminent destruction

stout returned to japan and sought his interlocutor of twenty
years earl
he was told by a neighbor of the man that he had died of
ler
ier
earlier
orneriness apparently the man had been known by at least one member of the
LDS church
however this member or members had known nothing about his
As to reports the pilot later joined
tempie
involvement with the hawaii temple
tenpie stout
the church and even visited the building he had attempted to destroy there is
no evidence
thy myth probably stems from the fact that japanese commander
mitsuo fuchida brilliant leader of the attack later became a christian not
a mormon and toured the US as a non
nondenominational
denominational evangelist at dawn x
in 1977

historian benedetto croce wrote there is no history that completely
satisfies us because any construction of ours generates new facts and new
problems and solicits new solutions
isenberg 38
clearly there is much more
that could be done on this story especially by someone in japan for example
more information than is currently available to me concerning the pearl harbor
attack roster might provide further evidence for or against the story
As

several people working on the story have been discouraged by others from
proceeding with this topic possibly since some may fear it is not true and thus
faith might be diminished
it would be well to see that the purpose of
historical knowledge is understanding not certainty isenberg 27
the
increased knowledge and understanding 1I have gained preparing this paper have
been so satisfying and exciting that I1 have found the experience yielding
satisfactions that are in themselves affirmations of faith
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an
jan brunvand in the study of american folklore
introduction describes religious legends as stories attested by an
official investigation and thus entered in printed accounts these
remain folklore while they circulate orally in traditional
versions since the legend is now no longer anonymous 1I have
chose to classify it as legend rather than folklore or myth since
brunvand suggests myths usually have gods or animals as their
principal characters cf pp 4 78 87
2
the kate was
these were names given by the US military
nakajima
Naka jimi b5n2
actually a nakajimi
the val was an alchi d3a1 and the zeke
an a6m2 mitsubishi also commonly known as zero
cf rand mcnally
encyclopedia of military aircraft pp 300 288 224
22455
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was

there

IN SEARCH OF A TALE
an attempt to bomb the

by ken

A PERSONAL ACCOUNT

hawaii temple or

baldridge

wasnt there

in writing really began to crystallize when my wife
from a canadian tourist visiting here in hawaii
the
visitor was very excited and thrilled because just before leaving canada she had
heard a story about an attempted bombing of the latterday
latter day saint temple at laie
during the frightening hours of the surprise raid on pearl harbor december 7
1941
apparently she had talked to many people about it since arriving in the
islands all of whom had assured her that yes it was true that an attempt had
been made by a japanese pilot to bomb the temple and that the lord had spared
his holy house in quite a miraculous way now however she wanted to talk to
me since she had been advised to do so by someone at the alberta temple
since
1I
was not at home when the lady called it thus became my wifes reluctant
responsibility to tell her that after considerable research in the matter 1I had
come to the conclusion that the story has several flaws of sufficient magnitude
that might render the entire tale an example of an instant legend

desire to put this
received a phone call

my

it is

time to place the matter in proper perspective for those
have already heard the story and for those who may hear it in the future
now

who

down

perhaps

that morning in december has been retold countless times
through congressional investigations personal accounts books and several
motion pictures
about 600 am on that sunday 183 planes took off from the
japanese task force of six aircraft carriers two battle ships and about two
dozen other craft for the 300 mile flight due south to the island of oahu
bahu
at
bahu they were first detected by a mobile radar
702 still about 137 miles from oahu
kahuhu near the northern tip
station then set up at opana in the hills behind kahuku
of the island
for almost forty minutes privates joseph lockard and george
elliott tracked the planes until the flight disappeared from their screen
somewhere along oahus north shore toward haleiwa
Hale iwa
what happened on

in his day of infamy author walter lord tells of a civilian pilot tommy
Tom
tommerlin
tomberlin
merlin who was giving flight instructions to jim duncan a civilian working
they had just passed the mormon temple near kahuku
kahuhu point
at pearl harbor
actually about six miles separate the two when they heard machinegun
machine gun fire and
duncan dived and swerved and escaped back down
the plane gave a heavy lurch
the windward coast and managed to get safely back across the island to john

rogers airport near pearl harbor

flight of

lord

p

82

planes had been launched from the carriers at 715
a few minutes before the first group had made its landfall at kahuku
kahuhu point
the
object of both flights was the destruction of the US pacific fleet especially
Lexi noton which fortunately for the US
the aircraft carriers enterprise and lexington
were at sea to carry out this objective as safely as possible it was necessary
for the japanese to neutralize US military air defenses at the bases at
maps depicting
Kane ohe ford island hickam field ewa wheeler and bellows
kaneohe
the attack routes show that the first flight was divided north of oahu with some
planes going along the north shore toward haleiwa while others paralleled the
windward coast toward kaneohe naval air station
before the day was over there
were approximately 3500 americans killed and wounded and the US pacific fleet
A

was

let

second

170

in a shamble
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lale
laie
aie was a sleepy mormon
ale
bahu
the northern tip of the island of oahu

community of hawaiians and samoans near
the people worked at farming fishing
and various trades the only building of any size was the beautiful white hawaii
temple dedicated by president heber J grant in 1919 the oahu stake the only
one outside north america administered the theological affairs of the mormon
bahu
church for the entire island of oahu

in 1941

L

what did or did not happen in the skies over that community on that
december day in 1941 has been the subject of considerable curiosity and some
controversy over the past several years
this is an account of the various
stories related to that day an attempt to evaluate them a look at the extent
to which they have spread and finally an appeal for perspective

will be disturbed by this attempt at clarification
a neat story
As my daughter says
and there are perhaps some people who
would hope that such an episode actually did occur as a testimony to gods
protective influence over his holy places on the other hand still others will
be concerned for fear this attempt will merely encourage further spread of the
story somewhat to the discomfort of church officials who are disturbed about
some feel the story so fanciful as to be unworthy of
unverified miracles
further discussion and that any attempt to refute it will instead add further
dignity to the tale however as a historian 1I feel some responsibility for
providing enlightenment on the subject before it does break into print as a
genuine faithpromoting
faith promoting incident one example of this possibility occurred last
october when I1 received a letter from richard cowan one of the authors of what
professor cowan of BYU
was to be the sesquicentennial history of the church
was responsible for the volume covering the period 19301950
1930 1950 and had heard the
bombing story
fortunately as a scholar he understands well the importance
of checking his facts and now has decided not to use the story however others
in responsible positions of local church leadership have told the story and so

there are those

it rolls

who

its

on and on

since about 1969 the story of the pearl harbor raid has had added meaning
for the people of laie and elsewhere to either the joy or consternation of
latterday
latter day saints depending upon the point of view of the listener although
there are several variations the basic story is as follows broken into its two

distinct although related

segments

according to the story perhaps most often told soon after reaching the
hawaii shoreline one of the japanese divebomber
dive bomber pilots en route to pearl harbor
spotted the white mormon temple in laie and decided a building of that size
obviously out of place in its immediate surroundings
surround i ngs must have military
significance he therefore left his squadron and attacked the building his
bomb release failed to function however so he tried again and still again
failing on this third attempt he rejoined his comrades and flew on his way to
pearl harbor or kaneohe naval air station depending upon the version heard

part

is equally intriguing after his failure to discharge his bomb
over laie the pilot continued on his way successfully dropping his load at
pearl harbor or Kane
ohe
kaneohe
after the war so the story goes puzzled by his
inability to destroy that mysterious white building the pilot attempted to learn
two

it

eventually he heard of the church and impressed by the power
obviously present became a latterday
latter day saint he told of his participation in
the raid and of his subsequent conversion to audiences in various parts of the

more about
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pacific
hawaii
heard of

since reports of the story have surfaced in japan australia korea
and perhaps by now even other areas have
canada and mainland USA

it

search for truth has produced some interesting results
for example
there are at least four variations of the bombing attempt besides the one
previously cited another states that the pilot blacked out as he attached the
building and was therefore unable to release his bomb another states that the
pilots were not to be distracted from their assignment at pearl harbor but
on
noting the temple location on their maps came back later to destroy it
their return however they were either a variation within a variation 1
unable to find it at the coordinates noted or 2 clouds had formed hiding the
temple from view still another dimension was added by one correspondent in utah
who stated that according the account she heard
even the suicide pilots
another account describes a mysterious force which
couldnt dive into it
prevented the pilot from getting his plane over the building
my

possibility that such a thing might have happened
the odds against it are staggering
raid of course was planned and
ethe
1the
ithe
lthe
conducted in great secrecy
surprise was the necessary element for success
the primary objective was the destruction of the american fleet and pearl harbor
was the first target hit
Kane
ohe was hit about the same time there is even
kaneohe
the possibility the first bomb fell there a minute or two before pearl harbor
was attacked
although the japanese passed over the huge army post at schofield
barracks and the two army air corps bases at wheeler and hickam fields these
were not attacked until after the first bombs dropped on battleship row
alongside ford island the likelihood that a plane would be dispatched to bomb
some unknown building while still some fifteen minutes from the primary target
2some recitals describe the pilot as flying off on his own private
is remote csome
now

what about the

anyone who has served in the armed forces of
unauthorized bombing mission
either the united states or japan find this possibility difficult to accept
nonmilitary
military targets with one possible
athe
3the attacking planes did not bomb non
exception
this was near the hawaiian electrical company powerhouse in
igo
160
ford p 160.
the damage to civilian targets that was initially
honolulu
thought to have come from japanese bombs was later determined to have resulted
fused antiaircraft
from our own hastily and improperlyfused
improperly f used
anti aircraft shells which exploded
140
on obeying the law of gravity
ford 127 134 140.

this adds the complex factor to the story in laie there is
an individual who states that he actually saw the attempted bombing of the
temple
although he died a faithful member of the church in 1941 he was
inactive and quite a party goer he states that on saturday night december 6
he returned home from an evening of drinking with his friends to find that his
wife had locked him out of his house located about 150 yards from the LDS
however

and

temple
fearing to arouse the neighbors by pounding on the door he spent the
remainder of the night sleeping under a tree in his back yard wakened in the
morning by the sound of the planes
skepticism begins here however as several
sources state that in earlier recitals of the story the witness claims to have

pilots

a local beach he states he saw the
three attempts to
dislodge his bomb although he confesses his drinking of the night before he
insists he was sober that morning when 1I asked him why he had not told anyone
of the incident until nearly 30 years after the event he replied that no one
was important
so he didnt think
had asked him about

been

fishing at

it

it
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the other hand other laie residents of the time state that they saw
one a close neighbor of the eye
no such planes
eyewitness
witness
states that she
heard planes but only at a distance
the koizumi family lived about seventy
yards from the temple and they were unaware of any aerial activity at all
on

another variation spins off from the visit paid to pearl harbor by
commander mitsuo fuchida in 1966
fuchida leader of the raid was in hawaii
on the 25th anniversary of the attack in connection with the production of a film
one who came back
on his life
according to the fuchida variation he was
being shown around oahu by his host the rev abraham akaka of honolulus
on visiting the temple in laie fuchida is quoted as
Kawai
famed kawaihau
hao church
kawaihao
saying oh thats the building we tried to bomb
correspondence with rev akaka in february 1976 revealed that he did not
bring fuchida to laie nor was there any mention made of the mormon temple my
hopes of contacting fuchida were frustrated by his death in japan late in may
1976

the question then arises as to whether the eye
eyewitness
witness fabricated the
entire story or whether he had in fact seen something although may of his
hang over the man
acquaintances dismiss the account as the product of a drinking hangover
stoutly defends the accuracy of his story A possible explanation lies with the
civilian plane reportedly attacked as recounted in lords day of infamy perhaps
eye witness saw either the evasive action of the american civilians or the
the eyewitness
pursuing japanese planes flying over laie and assumed the temple was the target
of the activity however even this possibility is weakened by the fact that
no one else saw this activity nor does it explain the open bomb bay of the diving
plane as reported by the eye
attempts to find either the civilian
eyewitness
witness
flight instructor or the student for further information have so far proved
unproductive
the eye
eyewitness
witness variation was apparently first told locally in 1969
generated perhaps by the activities connected with the fiftieth anniversary of
the temple dedication there are however accounts of earlier recitals which
one of my principal correspondents
have been reported on neighbor islands
clinton kanahele states that he heard the story first on kauai before ever
eye witness about it another individual recalls her father telling
asking the eyewitness
the story on maui perhaps twenty
twentyfive
five years ago
neither account provides
details of the incident the clouding over version and blacking out version
eye witness story
also seem to have ante
dated the eyewitness
antedated

the lord says that in the mouth of two or three witnesses shall every word
d&c 628
be established
here we have only one witness and many regard that
dac
as suspect
however it is still one and so the issue remains unresolved
from this point on however it is another matter in telling me his story
the eye
eyewitness
witness stated that the pilot was successful in discharging his bomb
over Kane
ohe a statement he could not have made based on his own observation
kaneohe
when 1I questioned this he introduced me to the second part of the story

in 1971 elder cecil mcgavin was serving as a guide at the bureau of
information attached to the hawaii temple
in a conversation with a hawaiian
friend clinton kanahele elder mcgavin reportedly told of his bishop in utah
having related the story of the conversion of the previouslyfrustrated
previously frustrated pilot
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the bishop in turn had heard it from the pilot in japan while serving there
as a missionary on arriving here in hawaii elder mcgavin then sought further
Kana hele
kanahele
information
hete then asked a fellow laie resident who turned out to be
eye witness previously described
the eyewitness
that brought the two stories together
and since then they have often been recited as one
rulon B hinckley served with elder mcgavin at the temple bureau however
and tells the story somewhat differently
visiting in hawaii in 1976 he told
me that both of them had heard the conversion story from a visitor on the temple
he feels that
grounds but that neither had accepted the report as reliable
elder mcgavin did not believe the story and that any further recital of it by
him was more by way of idle curiosity than anything else
in an interview with
byuhawaii
hawaii faculty in 1972 mcgavin also denied knowing
taylor macdonald of the BYU
much about the story and insisted that he not be connected with it
he denied
receiving the story from his bishop
have found no one who claims to have actually heard anyone
identify himself as the mysterious pilot except for the journal account of
robert stout on the other hand the number of those who have heard someone else
say that they heard the pilot is inestimable on checking back with someone who
presumably had heard the firsthand
first hand account the response usually was no I1
on
but so and so heard him and told me
didnt actually hear him myself
1I would invariably get the same response
checking with so and so
that no
1I got
it from someone else
so

far

1I

only recently

finally encountered someone who had heard
the story firsthand when a student told me he had heard the pilot speak at a
111
testimony meeting in laie lii
III
ili ward in the latter part of 1976 further inquiry
revealed that the student had not actually heard it himself but that his former
wife had she lives on the mainland so I1 drew another blank he was to check
with her and contact

thought

1I

I1 had

1I have not heard from him and my
with any information
president sione feinga of the
attempts to contact him have been unsuccessful
hawaii stake presidency was laie 111
laiehawaii
latehawaii
III
lale
late
laie
ili ward bishop at the time and does not
recall any such experience other ward members agree another story has the
pilot appearing in a similar meeting in laie first ward but former bishop
joseph ah quin states this did not occur

me

president lloyd walch president of the hawaii temple from 1971 to 1976
attempted to verify the story although he felt it was highly improbable
in
february 1976 he told me of a temple patron visiting from utah who reported
having heard the pilot tell of his experience at a fireside or testimony meeting
in provo
the patron was to return home and send more details unfortunately
he never did
another person reported to president walch that he had heard
someone tell
teli of the incident at a meeting in honolulu however according to
president walch no one else from the same meeting made any mention of this
president harry brooks walcha
walchs predecessor from 1965 to 1971 has expressed
annoyance that the story was being circulated since it appeared to be a clumsy
attempt to somehow add lustre to an already sacred building

first

counselor in the hawaii temple presidency
received as one of his first assignments the responsibility of
checking out the bombing story in 1978 temple president max moody hawaii
mission president william cannon and area supervisor john groberg were all
interested in seeing the story verified or laid to rest bro lowe carefully
samuel
back in 1978

K

lowe

called as
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11 stuck to hi
who sti
aness
wi
although
tness
hiss story al
eyewitness
though some
the eye
witness
still
discrepancies had crept into the story since it was first told
the eyewitness stated that he learned about the pilot joining the church from clinton
kanahele never had made this claim and
kanahele who had talked to the pilot
in
eyewitness
suggested that the eye
witness was confused on that part of the story
fact said kanahele the situation reminded him of a story in which the general
by the time the story filtered down through the
had been told to advance
ranks the private was under the impression he had been invited to a dance

iinterviewed
ntervi ewed

another laie source reported to president moody that edward L clissold
former president of the hawaii mission oahu stake now laie
lale hawaii and the
laic
re opened
hawaii temple had heard the story in japan where he presided over the reopened
japanese mission in 1948 according to this source president clissold accepted
president
however this too proved to be an error
the store as factual
clissold wrote me in march 1978 that he had heard that story many times and
may have repeated it as hearsay once or twice
however he always made sure
to stress his own conviction that the story was a figment of someones
As an intelligence officer in hawaii during the war mission
imagination
time resident of laie his disclaimer
longtime
president in japan after the war and long
must be considered of great significance
his letter also contains a possible
explanation of the bombing account in 1943 clissold accompanied a bombing group
which included in their training program a simulated attack on laie he reports
as the planes approached the little community
the temple glistened white in
the green fields
after passing over laie the flight headed out to sea later
he related the story on several occasions and from this perhaps came a story
of an attack on the temple
in march
several others are also endeavoring to unravel the mystery
1978 1I received a letter from kathryn D clousen of the big island of hawaii
and LDS writer compiling material for a story on the hawaii temple for their
church newspaper fortunately she was interested in verification also before
she printed anything that might not be true
she had checked with the
historians office and received the brief account there that had been submitted
several years ago by a former faculty member of church college of hawaii the
author of that account had been here in laie from about 1968 to 1970 and probably
eye witness version which was being introduced about that time
heard the eyewitness
according to that story which 1I recall having heard atso
also a bishop standing on
the beach verified the account that interestingly is the only account in which
along with the story the church historical
the verifying bishop occurs
department also warned there was no documentation of the incident nor knowledge
of the bishops name

guides at the visitors center of the hawaii temple formerly related the
story but now have become sufficiently concerned that they too are seeking

ironically additional variations have originated from that
verification
quarter another version is provided by frank leishman who in 1978 was serving
he reports that from 1974 to 1976 he was
as a guide at the hawaii temple
serving in a similar capacity at the oakland temple sometime in 1975 according
to leishman he was showing a visiting group about the grounds when an american
serviceman and latterday
latter day saint told him of an experience he had had while
serving in korea the serviceman so his story went attended a fast and

testimony meeting where one of the other servicemen introduced himself as a
according
former pilot in the japanese navy who attempted to bomb the temple
to this story therefore the japanese pilot not only joined the church but
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well
admitted
ameri
eted the story
ended up iinanthe
wel11 yes iitt must be admi
american
the amerl
tted
areri can ai
airr force as weli
nthe
gets curiouser and curiouser
in addition to the one recital brother leishman
heard the same story from another serviceman just one month later he gave the
matter little thought however until he was conversing with another former
missionary couple from sunset utah
this couple had been guiding tourists
through the joseph smith home in palmyra new york when a japanese identified
himself as the elusive pilot brother leishman has written to inquire about the
mans
rans
manis name but at this point april 1978 there has been no response

thorup have been attempting to gather more
information and are the source of still another tale in 1977 they visited with
president robert stout passing through hawaii on his way to preside over the
japan kobe mission brother thorup told me of his conversation with president
japankobe
stout when president stout was serving as a young missionary in japan several
severa
years before he and his companion were trading
kiona way 11hey
convention
liona
tiona
tr
acting in the conven
introduced themselves to one man who told them that he had attempted to bomb
their temple during the pearl harbor raid apparently he had struck at military
targets that morning but at the end of his mission still had one bomb remaining
flying near laie on his way back to his ship he spotted the glistening white
As he told president stout who
temple and selected that as his final target
told brother thorup who told me he was unable to get his plane over the temple
in spite of several attempts
this mysterious force convinced him of the
presence of evil spirits with which he wanted nothing to do so he flew on and
jettisoned his bomb in the ocean in 1978 1I mailed a letter to president stout
requesting more information but heard no response
then of course in
september 1983 president stout sent pages from his journal to president
finlayson in which he told of meeting a man claiming to be the pilot

brother

and

sister frank

in the gamut of stories
thus the situation becomes even more confused
on checking out a possibility 1I received a new story
no two seem to be alike
instead of a confirmation of the one I1 am checking this has been the pattern

consistently

the story becomes even more fascinating as more versions come to light
in 1972 for example someone told a story to a church news writer who in turn
asked norman L nielsen to check it out
nielsen was then in charge of public
affairs for what was then church college of hawaii now brigham young university
hawaii campus
the tip received by the church news adds still another bizarre

factor

gardener at the temple was a japanese pilot during the bombing of
pearl harbor
his mission was to bomb the temple and surrounding
buildings according to the information 1I have he flew over the
temple several times but couldnt see it so he went and dropped his
bombs elsewhere
several years after the war he came to hawaii and
wanted to see this building that herd
held
hed been assigned to damage years
before while visiting the temple grounds he learned of the church
and later was baptized
A

the news correspondent concluded his letter by asking nielsen to verify the
story interview him and provide us with a picture of him working on the temple
needless to say the story never
grounds with the temple in the background
i zed
material
materialized
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seemed a fairly easy chore
either there was
he had either joined the church or he had not
such a person or there was not
my first inquiry was directed to paul andrus in february
1976 former mission
president in japan and regional representative in the far east he had heard
the story but knew of nothing to verify it he then inquired of president kenji
japan nagoya
tanaka first president of the tokyo stake and no president of the japannagoya
they had also
mission and katsuhiko inomata of the tokyo stake high council
heard the story but knew of no japanese latterday
latter day saint who had participated

tracking

down

this pilot

neither kotaro koizumi or adney komatsu both living in hawaii in
1941 and later mission presidents in japan knew any details of the story
koizumi
in fact was living in laie about 100 yards from the temple
in
october 1977 1I interviewed masao watabe recently arrived from japan to serve
as a temple guide
he had heard the first part of the story in japan but had
heard nothing about the pilot joining the church
watabe was converted to
mormonism in 1949 after military service in world war 11
II and to his knowledge
II veterans in the church
there are very few other world war 11
ruth ohsiek of
longtime
time japanese mormons and states there are no pearl
laie knows most of the long
As recently as april
1978 she conversed with
harbor veterans among them
president kamio of the osaka north
japan stake and president kihachiro ichimichi
northjapan
Ichi michi
japan stake
osakajapan
of the osaka
these two had no further information to add and
president ichimichi
Ichi michi dismissed it as a silly story
in the raid

that

no one in

japan seems to

know

anything about the pilot joining the

church was explained by one rumor which stated that the pilot traveled to hawaii
an attempt to
and the mainland telling his story and then moved to australia
question bishops in australia was discouraged by elder robert L simpson of the

first

council of seventy area supervisor for australia and new zealand
naturally reluctant to see busy bishops plagued with still more papers to fill
out he protested that our oriental population in the area is practically nil
he added his testimony of the matter by stating
frankly 1I have little faith
in the story in question and have felt quite uncomfortable each time I1 have
heard it alluded to

since church sources in japan yielded no pilot 1I began checking on
possible survivors of the raid
again I1 should emphasize that 1I have done this
expecting to find nothing since 1I do not accept the story
however the
1I asked
discipline of history cries for verification one way or the other
hiroshi ueno an official of the national diet library the japanese counterpart
of americas library of congress whether any books or memoirs of survivors are
extant his response was negative the likelihood of their being any survivors
is negligible since in 1966 commander fuchida reported that most were killed
an
during the battle of midway six months after the pearl harbor attack
Iw
iwashima
inquiry to professor hisao inashima
ashima chief of the office of war history research
of the national defense college likewise yielded nothing
aery rumor there
surely there must be some explanation behind nearly eery
is a grain of truth that originally served as the vehicle by which they story
was expanded
the question now is where is the grain my guess is that the
idea of the pilot joining the mormon church resulted from the story of the
son of the
netson
lyie
lyle nel
nelson
conversion to christianity of commander mitsuo fuchida
honolulu star
bulletin relates that fuchida was converted in japan after the war
starbulletin
during the period of the war
fuchida one of the few pearl
crimes trials
warcrimes
harbor veterans to survive the war accepted christianity partly as a result of
sgt jack deshazer one of the doolittle
seeing a religious tract written by mgt
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fuchida later became a traveling evangelist and told his story
from pearl harbor to
many times in japan and north america in his speech
my guess is that some mormons heard the story repeated it a time or
calvary
two and after two or three recitals the story eventually evolved into its
present form

raiders of

11942
1942

the first part of
the story admittedly presents some problems because an individual claims he saw
an attacking plane and another individual talked to a man claiming to be the
pilot in spite of the absolute unlikelihood of violating surprise in spite
of the absence of any other bombing attacks on civilian targets in spite of the
fact that no one else in laie saw any such incident in spite of the lack of
corroboration from supposedly supporting sources in spite of the somewhat
eyewitness
witness to be in a situation to view
unusual circumstances which caused the eye
that sunday morning activity in spite of any evidence whatsoever the eyewitness sticks to his claim As latterday
latter day saints we are aware there have been

this then is the story of the creation of folklore

when only
such a time

previous occasions

one person has had a

particular experience

ironically the confusion seems to stem not from
perhaps this is
the absence of what might be called information but rather from its overabundance
there are just too many stories

there should on the other
the second part completely false

hesitation whatsoever in declaring
in fact it is an almost classic example of

hand

be no

misunderstanding and exaggeration based very probably on the
mormonism
ism and
conversion of commander mitsuo fuchida to christianity NOT to mormon
his recital to american audiences of his part in the pearl harbor raid
rumor

I1

wrote

this originally

in early 1978 hoping

that

I1 would be

able to

conclude this study well before the rededication of the hawaii temple in mid
june 1978 this historic and spiritual occasion could well stir the ashes of
I1 already feel I1 know more
a story that should perhaps have been left alone
end is
deadend
about this that 1I ever wanted to know
but at every supposed dead
1I want to move on to something
another lead another name another witness
else but the tracking is still not complete and the questions have still not all
however although it may still be somewhat premature 1I feel the
been answered
need to get this recorded without waiting any longer
still I1 must confess I1
am curious about just how far afield the stories have spread and in just what
versions they may yet appear

conclusions however may 1I humbly suggest that the tale be
confined to the vast collection of mormon folklore and not be repeated as an
actual faithpromoting
faith promoting incident I1 still shudder occasionally to think that
sometime it will appear in print and then it like the poor will always be
based on

my

among us
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EXPLODING AN LDS MYTH

by mark

augustine
f7
fa

Y

i

tl

V
serawn
143 strawn

hado
bane
babe

mes

ive never talked to anybody who has met the man
T

KMI

mritfflm
not ae
as adamant

kenneth baldridge is always a little bit nervous that someday a japanese
excuse me 1I tried to bomb the
man is going to tap him on the shoulder and say
hawaiian temple in world war 11
II 1I hear youre looking for me
you see

brother baldridge a history professor at BYU hawaii has spent
the better part of 20 years trying to prove such a man doesnt exist

it hasnt

been easy

the story of the attempted

bombing of the temple during

harbor has reached mythological proportions
some

the raid

on

pearl

among LDS

several variations of this particular mormon myth have
of them fairly credible others utterly ludicrous

made

the rounds

basically the rumor is that a japanese pilot split off from the attack
ranks at pearl harbor to drop a bomb on the temple about six miles from the site
of the attack
the pilot however was unable to hit the temple the reason varies with
the story and because of his experience he later joined the church
so now the big question

Is

it true

or what

brother baldridge insists its unlikely such an attempt ever took place
21 page document in 1978 concluding
he even researched the issue and prepared a 21page
the tale should be considered no more than mere folklore
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hawaii ans searching
hes interviewed scores of japanese and hawaiians
who could give a firsthand
first hand account or who knew the pilot

over the years

for someone anyone
personally

says brother bal
baldridge
dri dge

ive

never talked
tal ked to anybody

who

has met the

man

his skepticism is also based on his study of the pearl harbor attack which
has led him to conclude the odds against an attempted attack on the temple are
staggering for a number of reasons
othe pilot wouldnt risk ruining the secret attack by bombing the temple
before the rest of the pilots reached battleship row
the primary target
logistically speaking an attempt on the temple would have taken place about 15
minutes before the actual pearl harbor attack
ono

pilot

would

unauthorized mission

fly off

the rest of the bombers on his

away from

own

othe japanese planes attacked only military targets
but even brother baldridge

cant

active faithful LDS men
ever growing rumor
testimonies to the evergrowing
two

the

first is

native of laie

dismiss the story entirely
added

have

their reasonably credible

says on the morning of the
attack he was outside recovering from a drinking binge he was less active in
those days when he spied the plane diving at the temple unable to release its
a

hawaii

who

bombs

there are
oin an

yard

some gaps

in the story

version
earlier persio
version

he

said he

olds families who lived literally
heard or saw no airplanes that morning

the second

who

and most

however

fishing not recovering in his back

was
a

stones

credible testimony

throw from the temple say they

comes from a prominent church

served a mission to japan in the 1950s

leader

this leader is reluctant to say anything at all about it and has asked not
to be identified because of a promise he made to the japanese saints never to
embarrass them by telling a story that to many is sacred
missionary however he recorded in his journal how he happened to
non LDS japanese man a photograph of the hawaiian temple

As a

show a

it

according to his journal

the

man grew

pale and said he had tried to

against the leaders wishes the story has spread

origin of the

myth
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bomb

and could well be the

theres

however

raid doesnt include
like it

a problem
the name of

roster of the pilots who took part in the
the man the missionary talked to- or anything
A

but as BYU historian and author richard cowan point out that
have been incomplete and the story could well be accurate
LDS

roster could

but brother cowan still wont include the story in an upcoming history of
temples hes getting ready to publish
1

I hope

stories that

true
its
turn out to

he says

ive

faith promoting

heard other
be somebodys good imagination
but

is fairly certain the pilot if there ever was one has never
joined the church despite false rumors that he later became a hawaiian temple
one thing

worker

pilot recorded that

even the missionary who supposedly met the
non LDS who wanted nothing to do with the church
he

he was a

that missionary later returned to japan to find the pilot but discovered
had died in the early 70s of tuberculosis

there was one pearl harbor pilot commander mitsuo fuchida who later
converted to christianity but not to the church and became a traveling
evangelist giving a lecture titled from pearl harbor to calvary

that brother baldridge believes is the basis for the
but he wont swear to
shoulder
have to confess
ill
im not quite as adamant as

it

after all

he

mission arys
the missionarys
1I

still

may

story gives

rumor

get that tap
me

pause

on

the

he says

once was

VERSIONS OF BOMBING STORY DIFFER

drastically

there are countless variations to the

rumor of the hawaiian temple bombing
with LDS mixing and matching the various elements as they perpetuate one of the
more famous mormon myths

here are the versions were aware of

the bomber somehow got
othe lost pilot version
of the pack spied the temple and decided to destroy it

it

split

up from

the rest

othe planned mission version the pilot didnt get lost he had planned
all along and even took practice flights over the temple before the war

othe impromptu attack version
it wasnt planned and he wasnt lost
he just saw the bright temple over there and decided to leave the pack for a
61

moment

to

bomb

it

force field version the bomber couldnt hit the temple because some
othe forcefield
mysterious force wouldnt allow him to fly over it
othe faulty

the bomber was able to fly over the temple
all right he just couldnt release the bombs for mechanical reasons until he
was safely over the ocean
bomb bay

version

othe drowsy pilot version he could fly over the temple and the bomb bay
was working but the pilot grew dizzy and blacked out before he could drop the
bomb

othe protective cloud version everything worked and the pilot was fine
but he couldnt find the temple because of a mist or cloud

the second half of the story is that the pilot supposedly joined the church
years later and there are variations to this half as well
some say he knew
contacted him in japan

nothing of the temple until

years later missionaries

others insist he made a vow after failing to bomb the temple to find out
what sort of building could have that sort of divine protection
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PURPOSE OF MPHS

1

2

3

4

to encourage research and publication on topics relative to
day saints
the history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter
in the pacific basin area
to maintain bibliographic and reference information relative
to the history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
day
latter
saints in the pacific basin area
to gather in conferences and workshops to teach and to learn
from each other about latterday
latter day saint history in the pacific
to teach those skills helpful in the gathering and recording
of historical information
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